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ABSTRACf

PolycrystalHne Nio IMg,:usCuowlno5oFe2_xLax04 (with x = 0.00, 0,025, 0.050

and 0.075) were prepared by conventional solid state reaction technique. Pellet and

toroid shaped samples were preJlllred from each composition and were sintered at

various temperatures (T,) in air for 5 hours. The influences of microstructure, La

substitution in place of Fe and T, on the complex permeability of above mentioned

samples are discllssed. A possible correlation among T" C()mplex permeability and

density is also discussed. The Neel temperature (TN) of the samples is measllred from

the temperature dependent real part of initial permeability (11:). X-ray diffraction

patterns of the samples show the formation of cubic spinel structure. Lattice parameter

increases with increasing La substitution. This result is explained with the help of ionic

radii of snbstituted cations. The average grain size slightly decreases with increasing La

substitution whereas increases with increasing T,. Theoretical density (P'h) and bulk

density (Ps) both increase with increasing La C()nten!. This can be explained on the

basis of atomic weight. The PB increases with increasing T, np to 1200°C then decreases

for a further increase of T. up to 1250°C. On the other hand porosity has the opposite

trend. The p; decreases with increasing La substitution probably due to the decrease of

average grain size. It is also ObselVedthat P,' increases with increa5ing T, for all ferrites

up to 1200°C then decrea5es for sample sintered at 1250°C. It is expected that there

might have a correlation between PH and permeability. The J.I: remains fairly constant

in the frequency range up to 10 kHz or greater for parent composition and I MHz or

greater for La doped compositions. The imaginary pari of initial permeability starts

raising beyond this freqllency which is an indication of dispersion or resonance. At high

frequency, the loss factor of all La doped compositions is lower than parent composition

and decreases with increasing La substitution. The relative quality factor is found to be

maximwn in Nio,12Mgo,l!CUo,2(lZnQ.5oFeL915U1<JG7504sintered at 1250°c. The TN was

found to decreases with La substitution up to x=0.050 beyond which TN increases. The

decrease of the TN is dlle to the weakening of the A-B exchange interaction and vice

versa The magnetization of all samples increases linearly with increasing applied

magnetic field up to 0.1 T. Beyond this fieid, magnetization increases slowly and then

saturation occurs. Saturation magnetization decreases with increasing La substillltion.
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CHAPTER)

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

Ferrites are ceramic magnetic materials which possess the combined properties

of magnetic materials and insulators. They form a complex system of grains, grain

boundaries and pores. The term ferrite denotes a group of iron oxides which has the

general formula MeO.F,,:!O), where Me is a divalent metal ion such as Mn'+, Z02+,Nr,
eul+, Mi', Co:l+or Cd2+. The typical ferrite is magnetite, FeJ04 (or FeO.Fe,;OJ), which

has been a well known m~'lletic o)<ide. The fenites were developed into commercially

important materials, mainly during the years 1933-1945, by Snook [I] and his associates

at the Philips Research Laboratories in Holland.

Technological advances in a variety of areas have generated a growing demand

for the soft magnetic materials in devices. The technological applications of ferrites is

influenced by the physical and chemical properties of materials and depends on many

factors including the preparation conditions, such as, sintering temperature, sintering

time, rate of heating and cooling.

The magnetic ferrites mainly fall into two groups with different crystal

structures: cubic and hexagonal. These magnetic cclllmics are widely used in electronic

industries and information and communication technology. The u..<;esof ferrites in

electronic industry and information and communication technology are increasing day

by day. The utility, variety, and versatility make these materials vcry useful and

indispensible. But in this millennium, the science and technology are changing very fast.

As a result the characteristics and properties of materials used in electronic industries

and information and communication technology are changing. So, there is a growing

need for developing, controlling and diversification of electronic materials. Ferrites are

very conducive to meet this fast changing science and technology.

Ferrites have numerous hidden characteristics and possess unlimited

possibilities. The most promising characteristics of these materials are as foHows:

• High quality factor, i.e. excellent magnetic and electrical performance.

I
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• Low sensitivity to variation in the ambient temperature.

• Good sensibility with time.

• Satisfactory behavior over the required frequency band.

• Large number of controllable parameters I.e. their electrical and magnetic

properties can be controlled by changing the relative percentage of different

constituents ofthe cations.

• Minimum production cost.

Ferrite is also a semiconductor, which means that its electrical resistivity is at

least a million times of a metal. This large electrical resistivity means that an applied

alternating magnetic field will not induce eddy currents in a ferrite. This property makes

ferrites almost ideal materials for high frequency appiicatious, which was first

iuvestigated by Hilpert[2] iu 1909.

Several facts led Neel to the belief that the ferrites had a magnetic structure

distinctly different from any previously recognized materials. It was known that the

metal ions in a ferrite crystal occupied two different kinds of position calied A sites and

B sites in AB:iO" crystal structure. Neel made the basic assumption that the exchange

force acting between an ion on A site and an ion on B site, was negative, as in an

anti ferromagnetic. There is thus a lattice of A ions spontaneously magnetized in one I
direction and a lattice of B ions magnetized in the opposite direction. However, in I

ferrimagnetic, the magnitudes of the A and B sublattice magnetization are not equal.

The two opposing magnetic moments do not cancel and a net spontaneous

magnetization results. Every magnetic and electric property of ferrites depends on the

sublattice distribution of cations.

Among the soft magnetic materials, polycrystalline ferrites have received special

attention due to their good magnetic properties and high electrical resistivity over a wide

range of frequencies. Spinel type ferrites are commonly used In many electronic and

magnetic devices due to their high magnetic permeability and low magnetic losses [3,4]

and also used in electrode materials for high temperature applications because of their I
high thennodynamic stability, electrical resistivity, electrolytic aclivity and resistance to '

corrosion [5,6]. Spinel ferrites are also used in the fabrication of multilayer chip

inductors (MLCls) as surface mount devices for miniaturized electronic products such .I

as cellular phones, notebook computers, video camera recorders, floppy drives etc [7].

,
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Moreover, these low cost materials are easy to synthesize and offer the advantages of

greater shape formability than their metaL Almost every item of electronic equipment

produced today contains some ferrimagnetic spinel ferrite materials. Loudspeakers,

motors, deflection yokes, electromagnetic interference suppressors, radar absorbers,

antenna rods, proximity sensors, humidity sensors, memory devices, recording heads.

broadband transformers, filters, inductors etc are fabricated based on ferrites. So ferrites

are subject of intense theoretical and experimental investigations [8-18].

The magnetic properties can be changed by the substitution of various kinds of

M2+ divalent cations (Co2+, Mgz+, Fe2+, MnL"') or by introducing a relatively small

amount of rare-earth ions. Many investigations have been carried out to understand the

effect of La substitution on the properties of Ni-Zn ferrite [29,20], Mn-Zn ferrite [21],

Mg-Cu ferrite [22]. Sun et aI. [19] reported that the penneability of Ni-Zn ferrite

decreases with La substitution. On the other hand P. K. Roy et al. [23] reported that

permeability ofNi-Cu-Zn fCITiteincreases with slight substitution of La. So a detailed

study is necessary to ensure the La substitutions. Again Hua Su [24] reporte<l that initial

penneabiHty ofNi-Cu-Zn ferrite increases with substitution of Mg. On the other hand

Ch. Sujatha [25] reporte<lthat initial permeability decreases with increasing Mg content.

M. A. Gabal [26J also reported improved magnetic properties ofNi-Cu-Zn ferrite with

slight substitution of Mg. It is observed that there is not much publish works on Ni-Mg-

Cu-Zn ferrite with La substitution. So the purpose of our present investigation is to

study the effect of LaJ+ substitutions for Fe1+ on the structural and magnetic properties

ofNi-Mg-Cu-Zn ferrites. For this investigation, Nio 12Mgn'8C\I()wZnosoFe:-04was taken

as the nominal composition.

1.2 Objectives:

Ferrites are especially convenient for high frequency uses because of their higher

resistivity. The higher frequency response (lrthe complex permeability is therefore very

useful in detennining the convenient frequency range in which a particular ferrite

material can be used. The mechanism of eddy current losses and damping of domain

wall motion can be understood from the relative magnitudes of the real and imaginary

parts of the complex permeability. The effect of composition on the frequency response

is therefore very useful.

3
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The main objectives of the present research are as follows:

• Preparation of various Nio.l2MgoISCUolOZnO.50F":!.xLaxO.(where x= 0.00, 0.025,

0.050 andO.075) samplcs by solid state reaction technique.

• Characterizalions of crystal structure (X-ray diffraction), density and porosity of

the samples.

• Study of surface morphology (grain size).

• Study offrequency dependent complex permeability of the samples.

• Study of temperature dependent permeability and Neel temperature of the

samples.

• Study of DC magnetizations ofthe samples.

1.3 Summary ofthe Thesis

The summary of the thesis is as follows:

Chapter I deals with the importance of ferrites and objectives of the present

work.

Chapter 2 givcsa brief overview oflbc materials, thcoretical background as well

as crystal structure of the spioel ferrites.

Chapter 3 gives the details of the sample preparation

Chapter 4 gives descriptions of different experimental setup that have been used

in this research work.

Chapter 5 is devoted to the results of various investigations of the study and a

brief discussion.

The conclusions drawn from the overall e"perimental results and discussion are

presented in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

Double \>xi\k~of iron lIfIdother metals are important members of ~nim~~~eri. ~tem commonly known

as ferriles. Th. outstanding prop.nics of ferr;le, are their complex mognetic ,lruclure, which can b.

varied to tailQr their magnetic propertie, for variou, high frequency appUcalion •. In Ihis chapter we

describe a brief overvi«w of the fcrrites. Til<:basic issue offerrimagnelism, crystal .tm<ture nf!h. ,pinel

ferrite, and effect of n\>n-magnet;" Zn >ubstiMion 011 til<:magnetic moments in spinel ferrite. IIru

discussed. A rew theoretical aspects of complex permeability are also discussed.

2.1 Overview ofthe Materials

Ferrites commonly expressed by the general chemical formula MeG.Fe:iOJ,

where Me represents divalent metals, first commanded the public attention when Hilpert

(1909) focused on the usefulness of ferrites at high frequency [1]. A systematic

investigation was launched by Snoek (1936) at Philips Research Laboratory [2]. At the

same time Takai (1937) in Japan was seriously engaged in the research work on the

same materials [IJ. Snook's extensive works on ferrites unveiled many mysteries

regarding magnetic properties of ferrites. He was particularly looking for high

permeability materials of cubic structure. This particular structure for symmetry

reasons supports low crystalline anisotropy. He found suitable materials in the form of

mixed spinels of the type MeZnFe£J •• where Me stands for metals like Cu,~, Ni, COor

Mn, for which permeability were found to be up to 4000 [1-3J. Here after starts the story

of Ni-Zn femtes. Remarkable properties like high permeability, low loss factor, high

stability of permeability with temperature and lime, high wear resistance, controlled

coercive force, low switching coefficient etc have aptly placed Ni-Zn ferrites as highly

demandable ferrites to both researchers and manufacturers. Every year great deals

of paper are being published on various aspects of Ni-Zn ferrites. A large number of

scientists and technologists are engaged in research to bring about improvements on the

magnetic properties of Ni-m ferr\tes.

The sintering process is considered to be one of the most vital steps in ferrite

preparation and often plays a dominant role in many magnetic properties. Tasaki et al. [4J
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studied the effect of sintering atmosphere on permeability of sintered ferrite. They

found that high density is one of the factors, which contribute to greater permeability.

However, permeability decreased in an atmosphere without 0] at high sintering

temperature where high density was expected. This decrease in permeability is attributed

to the variation of chemical composition caused by volatilization of Zn. At low

sintcring temperature a high permeability is obtained in an atmosphere without O2

because densification and stoichiometry plays a principal role in increasing

permeability. At higb sintering temperature the highest permeability is obtained in the

presenre of O2 because the effect of decrease of Zn content can then be neglected.

Studying the electromagnetic properties offerrites, Nakamura [51 suggested that

both the sintering density and the average grain size increased with sinlering

temperllture. These changes were responsible for variations in magnetization, initial

permeability and electrical resistivity.

High permeability attainment is rertainly affected by the microstructure of the

ferrites. Roess showed that [6] the very high permeability is restricted to rertain

temperature ranges and the shapcs of permeability versus temperature curves are

strongly affected by any inhomogeneity in the ferrite structure.

Rezlescu el al. [7] reported that the sintering behaviour and mierostructme of

the ferrites samples largely affected by PhO addition. PhO significantly reduced the

sintering temperatures, thus energy consumption is minimized and material loss by

evaporation is minimized [8].

There are two mechanisms in the phenomenon of permeability; spin rotation

in the magnetic domains and wall displacements. The uncertainty of contribution from

each of the mochanisms makes the interpretation of the experimental results difficult.

Globus [9] shows that the intrinsic rotational permeability f.I, and 1800 wall

permeability f.I, may be written as: f.I, '" I+2JrM: / K and f.lw '" I+3JrM,'D/4y, where

M, is the saturation magnetization, K is the total anisotropy, D is the grain diameter and

y~ Ko...is the wail energy.

Anderson Dias et a1. flO] reported that saturation magnetization and rernnance

for Ni-Zn ferrite increases while the conductivity decreases with sintering temperature

and time. They established the relation between microstructure and magnetic properties.
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Saturization magnetization and remanent magnetization are function of relative density.

Pores in the grains act as pinning sites at domain walls and above two magnetic

parameters increasing with porosity reduction. Coercive field is independent of the

density, but highly dependent on the grain size of the samples.

Rezlescu et al. [11] described the effect of two types of substitutions TiO:l and

R20J (R is rare earth material) on the magnetic and transport properties of a high

frequency Ni-Zn fcrrite. The substitution of iron with Ti-Gc ions increases the saturation

magnetization and decreases the Curie temperature. The R20) substitution reduced the

Curie temperature by weakening A-B interaction. The key point is that the grain size

decreases with increasing the ionic radius ofR atom. For all samples linear decrease of

resistivity with temperature was found.

Chul Sung Kim et al. [12] studied the structure of Cu- doped Ni-Zn ferrite. The

lattice parameter increases with Cu content.

Caltun et al. [13] studied magnetic properties of high frequency Ni-Zn ferrites

with COO doped. Upon increasing the Cu substitution, the average grain size decreases

and the microstructure becomes more uniform with fewer pores. A change in the

hysteresis loop was observed as the frequency changes. The change in shape is

significant for the sample with higher Cu content characterized by smallest grain size.

As the frequency decreases a slow decrease of the saturation magnetic flux density was

observed. Initial permeability was higher for higher eu conlent.

2.2 Origin of Magnetism

The origin of magnetism lies in the orbital and spin motions of eleclrOTlSand

how the electrons interact with one another. The best way to introduce the different

types of magnetism is to describe how materials respond to magnetic fields. The motion

of electrons is equivalent to an electric current which produces the magnetic effects. The

major contribution comes from the spin of unpaired valence electrons which produces

permanent electronic magnetic moments. The circulating electron produces its O"'ll

orbital magnctic moment, measured in Bohr magnetons (~B),and there is also a spin

magnetic moment associated with it due to the electron itself spinning, like the earth, on

its own axis (illustrated in Fig. 2.1).

9
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Figure 2.1. A spin magnotic moment associated with II due to !he electron it•• lf spinnil!.!llike the earth on

its Own ""is.

The onset of magnetic order in solids has two basic requirements:

(i) Individual atoms should have magnetic moments (spins),

(ii) Exchange interactions should exist that couple them together.

Magnetic moments originate in solids as a consequence of overlapping of the

electronic wave function with those of neighboring atoms. lbis condition is best

fulfilled by some transition metals and rare-earths. The exchange interactions depend

sensitively upon the inter-atomic distance and the nature of the chemical bonds,

particularly of nearest neighbour atoms. In most materials there is resultant magnetic

moment, due to the electrons being grouped in pairs causing the magnetic moment to be

cancelled by its neighbor. A number of such magnetic moments may align themselves

in different directions to generate a net non-zero magnetic moment. Thus the nature of

magnetization produced depends on the number of unpaired valence electrons present in

the atoms of the solid and on the relative orientation of the neighboring magnetic

moments. The main distin~tion is that in some materials there is no collective interaction

of atomic magnetic moments, whereas in other materials there is a very strong

interaction between atomic moments.

10
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The magnetism in solids can be classified into the following five major groups:

(i) Diamagnetism

(ii) Paramagnetism

(iii)Ferromagnetism

(iv)Antifcrromagnetism

(v) Ferrimagnetism

Materials in the first two groups are thooo that exhibit no collective magnetic

interactions and are not magnetically ordered. Materials in last three groups exhibit

long-range magnetic order below a certain critical temperature, Ferromagnetic and

ferromagnetic materials are usually what we consider as being magnetic (i.e. behaving

like iron). The remaining three are so weakly magnetic that they are usually thought of

as "nonmagnetc". The varieties of magnetic ordering are schematically presented in

Fig. 2.2.

A brief description of the above mentioned classes of magnetic materials are

described below:

2.2.1 Diamagnetism

Diamagnetism is 1\fundamental property orall matter, although it is usually very

weak. It is due to the non-cooperative behavior of orbiting electrons when exposed to an

applied magnetic field. Diamagnetic substance are composed of atoms which have no

net magnetic moments (i.e" all the orbital shells are filled and there are no unpaired

electrons). However, when exposed to a field, a negative magnetization is produced and

thus the susceptibility is negative. It obeys Lenz's law. The other characteristic behavior

of diamagnetic materials is that the susceptibility is temperature independent. The

typical values of susceptibility on the order of 10" to IO-{i. Most of the materials are

diamagnetic, including Cu, B, S, N, and most organic compounds.
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2.2.2 Paramagnetism

Paramagnetic materials possess a permanent dipole moment due to incomplete

cancellation of electron spin and lor orbital magnetic moments (unpaired electrons). In

the absence of an applied magnetic field the dipole moments are randomly oriented;

therefore the material has no net macroscopic magnetization. When a field is applied

these moments tend to align by rotation towards the direction of the applied field and the

material acquires a net magnetization [14-17]. The magnetic moment can be oriented

along an applied t1eld to give rise to positive susceptibility, and the values of

susceptibility are very small the order of 10.5to 10.3. 0:2, NO, Mn and Cr are just a few

examples of the paramagnetic materials. The susceptibility of paramagnetic materials is

inversely dependent on temperature, which is known as Curie law (fig. 2.3a).

cX~~
T

where C is the Curle constant.
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Figu", 2.2. Vorioli •• of magnetic oTI!<:ring>(a) PilnUTIagnotiC, (b) krromagnctic, (0) ferrimagnctic, (d)

OIltifem>Jl1Il!!.Ilolicnnd (e) super parwnagnetic.



2.2.3 Ferromagnetism

A ferromagnet, like a paramagnetic substance. has unpaired electrons. However,

in addition to the electrons intrinsic magnetic moments wanting to be parallel to an

applied field. there is also in these materials a tendency for these magnetic moments to

want to be parallel to each other. Thus even when the applied field is removed. the

electrons in the material can keep each other continually pointed in the same direction.

Every ferromagnetic substance has its oWJI individual temperature, called the Curie

temperature, above which it loses its ferromagnetic properties [18]. This is because the

thermal tendency to disorder overwhelms the energy lowering due to ferromagnetic

order. The susceptibility of a ferromagnetic material does not follow the LUrie law, but

displayed a modified behavior defined by Curie-Weiss law Fig. 2.3 (b).

(2,2)

where C is a constant and 9 is called Weiss oonstanL For ferromagnetic materials, the

Weiss constant is almost identical to the Curie temperature cr.). The elements Fe, Ni

and Co and many of their alloys are typical ferromagnetic materials.

Two distinct characteristics of ferromagnetic materials are:

e Spontaneous magnetization and

eThe existence of magnetic ordering temperature (Curie temperature)

The spontaneous magnetit.ation is the net magnetization that exists inside a

unifonnly magnetized microscopic volume in the absence of a field. The magnitude of

this magnetization, at OK is dependent on the spin magnetic moments of electrons.

Spontaneous magnetization is the term used to describe the appearance of an ordered

spin state (magnetization) at zero applied magnetic field in a ferromagnetic or

ferrimagnetic material below a critical point called the Curie temperature or Tc. This fact

led Weiss to make the bold briHiant assumption that a molecular field acted in a

ferromagnetic substance below its Curie temperature as well as above and that this field

was so strong that it could magnetize the substance to saturation even in the absence of

an applied field. The substance is then self-saturating or spontaneously magnetized.

13



Saturation magnetization IS an intrinsic pmperty independent of particle size by

dependent on temperature. Even through electronic exchange forces in ferromagnets are

very large thermal energy eventually overcomes the exchange energy and produces a

randomizing effect. This occurs at a particular temperature called the Curie temperature

(Te). Below the Curie temperature the ferromagnetic is ordered and above it, disordered.

The saturation magnetization goes to zero at the Curie temperature.

1
Z

T

~ •.•• 2.3. The inverse susceptibility varies with temperature T for (a) Panunagnclic (b)

F""Olnagnct;c (e) Ferrimagnctic ond (d) Antif.mnnagnctie material" TN and To ore Nicl

temperatureand Curie temperature respectively.

2.2.4 Antiferromagnetism

In antiferromagnctic material adjacent magnetic moments are parallel to each

other without an applied field. In the simplest case adjacent magnetic moments are equal

in I1UIgnitudeand opposite therefore there is no resultant magnetization. The natural

state makes it different for the material to become magnetized in the direction of the

applied field but still demonstrates a relative permeability slightly greater than above a

critical temperature known as the Neel temperature the material becomes paramagnetic

[17]. The antilerromagnetic susceptibility is followed by the Curie-Weiss law with a

negative e as in the inverse susceptibility as a function of temperature is shown in Fig.

2.3 (d). Common examples of materials with anti ferromagnetic ordering include MnO,

FeO, CoO and NiO.

"
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2.2.5 Ferrimagnetism

Ferrimagnetic material has the aligned magnetic moments are not of the same

size; that is to say there is more than one type of magnetic ion. An overall magnetization

is produced but not all the magnetic moment may give a positive contribution to the

overall magnetization. The magnitude of magnetic moment in one direction defers trom

that of the opposite dire<;tions. As a result a net magnetic moment remains in the

absence of external magnetic field the behavior of susceptibility of a ferrimagnrlic

material also obeys Curie-Weiss law and has a negative e as well as in Fig. 2.3{c) while

these materials may also demonstrate a relative permeability greater than I, their

temperature dependence are not as consistent as with ferromagnetic materials and can

result is some very unusual results. Ferrimagnetism is therefore similar to

ferromagnetism. It exhibits all the hallmarks to ferromagnetic behavior like spontaneous

magnetization, Curie temperature, hysteresis, and remanence. However ferro and

ferrimagnets have very different magnetic ordering. In ionic compounds, such as oxides,

more complex forms of magnetic ordering can occur as a result of the crystal structure.

The magnetie structure is composed of two magnetic sublattices (called A and B)

separated by oxygen's. The exchange interactions are mediated by the oxygen anions.

When this happens, the interactions are called indirect or super-exchange interactions.

2.2.6 Hysteresis Loop

In addition to the Curie temperature and saturation magnetir.ation, ferromagnets

and ferrimagnets can retain a memory of an applied field once it is removed. This

behavior is called hystresis and a plot of the variation of magnetization with magnetic

field is called a hysteresis loop. Another hysteresis property is the coercivity of

remanence (Hr) as in Fig. 2.4. This is the reverse field which, when applied and then

removed, reduces the saturation remanence to zero Is always larger than the coercive

force. The initial susceptibility (xo) is the magnetization in low fields, on the order of the

earth's field (50-JOO ",1). The various hysteresis parameters are not solely intrinsic

properties but are dependent on grain size, domain state, stresses, and temperature.

Because hysteresis parameters are dependent on grain size, they are useful for magnetic

grain sizing of natural samples.
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Figuu 1.4. Hysteresis loop.

2.2.7 Magnetie Domains

In 1907 Weiss proposed that a magnetic material consists of physically distinct

regions called domains and each of which wa~ magnetically saturated in different

directions (the magnetic moments are oriented in a fixed direction) as shown

schematically in Fig. 2.5. Even each domain is fully magnetiled but the material as a

whole may have lero magnetililtion. The external applied field aligns the domains, so

there is net moment. At low fields this alignment occurs through the growth of some

domains at the cost of lcss favorably oriented ones and thc intensity of the

magnetization increases rapidly. Growth of domains stops as the saturation region is

approoched and rotation of unfavorably aligned domain occurs. Domain rotation
requires more energy than domain growth. In a ferromagnetic domain, there is parallel

alignment of the atomic moments. In a ferrite domain, the net moments of the anti

ferromagoetic interactions are spontaneously oriented parallel to each other. Domains
typically contain from [012 to [015 atoms and are separated by domain boundaries or

walls called Bloch walls. The foonation of domains allows a ferro or ferri-material to

minimize its total magneticenergy.

16
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Jiigure2.5.lllustrationof domaiJ1Sin ferromagneticmaterial,.

The magnetic energy is composed of several types of energy [19, 20]:

a) M£!gnetostalic Or demagnetization energy __The magnetized material behaves like a

magnet, with a surrounding magnetic field. This field acts to magnetize the material in

the direction opposite from its own magnetization, causing a magnetostatic energy

which depends on the shape of the material. This magnetostatic energy can be reduced

by reducing the net external field through the formation of domains inside the material.

b) Magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy: In some materials the domain magnetization

tends to align in a particular crystal direction (the SiHalIed easy axis). The material is

easiest to magnetize to saturation or demagnetize from saturation if the field is applied

along an easy axis. The energy difference between aligning the domain in the easy and

another direction (hard direction) Is called magnetocrystalHne anisotropy energy.

Anisotropy energy is the energy needed to rotate the moment from the easy direction to

a hard direction. For materials with cubic crystalline structure (such as ferrites), the

energy is expressed in terms of anisotropy constants and the direction to which the

magnetization rotates.

E!<~KJsinl(}+K2Sin4(} .. {hexagonal structure)

E!<~Kda/ al+ a.l a /+ a/ a l )+KJ(o./a la /+ (cubic Structure)

where, K is the anisotropy constant, e is the angle between the easy axis and the direction of
magnetization, and rts are the direction cosines, which are the ratios of the individual
components of the magnetization projected on each axis divided by the magnitude of the

magnetization. A crystal is higher in anisotropy energy when the magnetization points in the
hard direclion rather than along the easy direclion. The fonnation of domains permits the

magnetizationto point along the easy axis, resulting in a decrease in the net anisotropyenergy.

c) Magnetosfriclive energy; In a magnetic field, the malerial may change it,<;dilm'nsions on the



order of several parts per million. This change in dimension results in what is called

rnagnetostrictiveenergy, which is lowered by a reduction in the size of the domains, requiring
the fOJ1llationof more domains.

d) Domain wall energy: This is energy resulting /Tom the increase or decrease in the

width of the walls due to the growth/shrinkage of domains. The magnetizatiOllin a d",nain

changesby two mechanisms:rotation of the magneticdipoles towardthe direction of the applied

field and change in the domain volume. In the first case, a certain ammmtof anisotropy energy

is neododto rotate the magnetization in a crystal from the easy to another ll1<is.In the second

mechanism, the volume of the domain changes, changing its contribution to the buik

magnetization,while the magnetizationdirection is UJlChangedThe change in the magnetization

intensity of a domaindependson how close its direction is to the direction of the applied field. If

the magneti;oationdirection is close, the intensity in the domain increasl'S,whl'felWif it is far, the
intensitydecreases.

The domain volume changes due to motion of the domain wall. This movement is

originatedby a torque that rotates the momentsof the domain in line with the field,moving the

center of the wall toward the domain opr><'sedto the field. Consequentiy, the volume of the

domains whose direction is favorable is increased whereas the domains with unfavorabie

direction decrease in volwne [5]. In order to explain the fact that ferromagneticmaterials with

spontaneous magnetization could exist in the dcmagnetized state Weiss proposed the

concept of magnetic domains. The magnetization within the domain is saturated and will

always lie in the easy direction of magneti711tionwhen there is no externally applied

ficid. The direction of the domain alignment across a large volwne of material is mOre

or less random and hence the magnetization ofa specimcn can be zero.

Magnetic domains exist in ordcrto reduce the energy of the system. A uniformly

magnetiled specimen as shown in Fig. 2.6 (a) has a large magnetostatic encrgy

associated with il. This is the result of the presence of magnetic /Teepoles at the surface

of the specimen generating a demagnetizing field, HIJ. From the convention adopted for

the definition of the magnetic moment for a magnetic dipole the magneti~ation within

the specimen pnints from the South Pole to the North Pole, while the direction of the

magnetic field points from nortlt to south. Therefore, the demagnetizing field is in

opposition to the magneti7.atinn of the specimen. The magnitude of Hd is dependent on

the geometry and magnetization of the specimen. In general if the sample has a high

length to diameter rutio (and is magnetized in the long axis) then the demagnetizing

field and the magnetostatic energy will be low.
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The brul-up of!he magnetiZZllion inlO t\1,"OdOfllllinslIS illustrnted in figure 2.6(b)

red~ the rnllgnelOSltlticenergy by half. In fact if the magnrt ~ down into N

domains thm the rnngnct05llltic energy is reduced by II fllctor of lIN, hence figure 2.6(c)

has II qullrtcr oCtile mllgJ1ctOSltlticenergy of fig. 2.6(11).fjgu~ 2.6(d) $how:; 11C10SUlll

domain slnJclure I'o'h~ the, mognetOSltltic energy i~zero, this is ooly po!lSiblc for

lIUItmals that do not h.a~ II strong unillXial anbotropy.lllId the neighbouring domnins

do ootlulvc to be III 180' to each other.

2.2.8 Stnlcturc of domnln wan

The inll'OdllClionof 1\domoin Illises lhe overall energy of the S}-stem.Ihcrefore

the division into domains only oontinues while the reduction in mngnet05llllic energy is

gmItcT tImn the energy required to form the domain Wllii.The energy associated ",i!h 11

domain WIlliis proportional to its DmI. The schematic rep~tDlion of the domain WIlli,

shown in fig. 2.7, illustmles thai the dipole moments of tile IIlOTMwithin the \\'lllllll'e

not pointing in the easy direction of lJUIgnd.iZlltionand hence nre in II higher energy

stlIte.1n addition, the ll10mic dipoles v.ithin the w:llI nre nnt lit 180' In each other and sn

the exdumge elierg)-' is 1I.Isnmise-:!within the WllII.Theref~, the domllin Willienergy is

M intrinsic plOpel1y of II nuuerilll depending on the degree of ~lIine

MisntrOpy Md the stm1gth of the exchange intemctiOll lxtwttn rteighbouring atoms,

"
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The thickness of the wall will also vary in relation to these parameters, as strong

magnelocrystalline anisotropy will favor a narrow wall, where as a strong exchange

interaction will favor a wider walL

Fi&Q"" 2.7. Scbematic representation of a 180' domain wall.

A minimum energy can therefore be achieved with a specific number of domains

within a specimen. This number of domains will depend on the size and shape of the

sample (which will affect the magnetostatic energy) and the intrinsic magnetic

properties of the material (which will affect the magnetos1atic energy and the domain

wall energy). Ferromagnetic materials get their magnetic properties not only because

their atoms carry a magnetic moment but also bccause thc material is made up of small

regions known as magnetic domains. In each domain, all of the atomic dipoles are

coupled together in a preferential direction. During solidification, a trillion or more atom

moments are aligned parallel so that the magnetic force within the domain is strong in

one direction. Ferromagnetic materials arc said to be charactcrized by "spontaneous

magnetization" since they obtain saturation magnetization in each of the domains

without an external magnetic field being applied. Even though the domains are

magnetically saturated, the bulk material may not show any signs of magnetism because

the domains develop themselves and are randomly oriented relative to each other.

Ferromagnetic materials become magnetized when the magnetic domains within

the material are aligned. This can be done by placing the material in a strong external

magnetic field or by passing electrical current through the material. Some or all of the

domains can become aligned. The more domains that are aligned, the stronger the

20
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magnetic field in the materiaL When all of the domains are aligned, the material is said

to be magnetically saturated. When a material is magnetically saturated, no additional

amount of external magnetization force will cause an increase in its internal level of

magnetization. In an unmagnetized sample of material, the domains point in random

directions, or fonn closed loops, so that there is no overall magnetization of the sample.

Ina magneti1.ed sample, the domains are aligned so that their magnetic effects combine

to produce a strong overall magnetism.

2.3 Crystal Structure of Spinel Ferrites

Ferrites have the cubic structure, which is very close to that of the mineral spinel

MgOAlzO" and are called cubic spinel. Analogous to the mineral spinel, magnetic

spinel have the general formula MeO.FelO, or MeFe204where Me is the divalent metal

ion [22]. This crystai structure was first detennined by Bragg and by Nishikawa [1,21].

Formerly, spinels containing Fe were calied ferrites but now the term has been

broadened to include many other femmagnets including garnets and hexagonal ferrites

these need not necessarily contain iron. The spinel lattice is composed ofa close-packed

oxygen (radius about 1.3A) arrangement in which 32 oxygen ions form a unit cell that is

the smallest repeating unit in the crystal network. The unit cell of the ideal spinel

structures is given in Fig. 2.8. Between the layers of oxygen ions, if we simply visualize

them as spheres, there are interstices that may accommodate the metal ions (radii

ranging from 0.6 to 0.8A). Now, the intef:,tices are not all the same: some which we call

A sites are surrounded by or coordinated with 4 nearest neighboring oxygen ions whosc

lines connecting their centers form a tetrahedron. Thus, A sites are called tetrahedral

sites. The other type of sites (B sites) is coordinated by 6 nearest neighbor oxygen ions

whose center connecting lines describe an octahedron. The B sites are called octahedral

sites. In the unit cell of 32 oxygen ions there are 64 tetrahedral sites and 32 octahedral

sites. If all these were filled with meta] ions, of either +2 or +3 valence, the positivc

charge would be very much greater than the negative eharge and so the structure would

not be electrically neutral. It turns oUI that of the 64 tetrahedral sites, only 8 are

occupied and out of32 octahedral sites, only 16are occupied. Thus the unit cell contains

eight fonnula units AB;:(h with 8 A sites, 16 B sites and 32 oxygen ions, and total of

8 x 7 '" 56 ions. A spinel unit cell contains two types of subeeHs, Fig. 2.8. The two
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types of subcells alternate in a three-dimensionalarray so that each fully repeating unit
cell requires eight subceHs,Fig. 2.9.

I 0 ••J rali"n

0 /I cati,,",
a

L,' 1
o~()~'a"jQn

---.

Figure 2.8. Two ,"beell. of a unit cell of the 'pinel structure.

-;

'--- 1/
A .itcs B .itc'

Fi~ure2.9. Unit cell of spiDel ferrite divided into ei8ht s~b<ells with A and B site,.

The positions of the ions in the spinel lattice are not perfectly regular (as

the packing of hard spheres) and some distortion does occur. The tetrahedral sites

are often too small for the metal ions so that the oxygen ious move slightly to

accommodate them. The oxygen ions connected with the octahedral sites move in

such a way as to shrink the size the octahedral cell by the same amount as the

tetrahedral site expands. The movement of the tetrahedral oxygen is reflected in a
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quantity called the oxygen parameter, which is the distance between the oxygen

ion and the face of the cube edge along the cube diagonal of the spinel subcel!'

This distance is theoretically equal to 3/8ao where aois the lattice constant [I].

2.4 Cation Distribution of Spinel Ferrites

In spinel structure the distribution of cations over the tetrahedral or A sites and

octahedral or B sites can be present in a variety of ways. If all the Me'M ions io

Me'+Me~04 are in tetrahedral and all M,,'+ions in octahedral positions, the spinel is

then called nonnal spinel. Another cation distribution in spinel exists, where one half of

the cations Me" are in the A positions and the rest, together with the Me" ions are

randomly distributed among the B positions, The spinel having the latter kind of cation

distribution is known as inverse spinel. The distribution of these spinels can be

summarized as [2, 23-24]:

I) Nonnal spinels, i.e, the divalent metal ions are on A_sites: M,,'+[Me;+]O.,

2) Inverse spinels, i.e. the divalent metal ions are on B-sites: M,,'+[Me'+Me~]04'

A completely nonnal or inverse spinel represents the extreme cases. Zn fmites have

normal spinel structnre and its formula may be written as Zn'M[F,,>+Fe""JO:-. On the

other hand, Ni ferrites have inversel spinel structure and its formula may be written as

Fe>+[Ni" Fe>+]O;-. There are many spinel oxides which have cation distributions

inlennediate between these two extreme cases and are called mixed spinels. Thc general

cation distribution for the spinel can be indicated as:

{Me~+Me,':,)[Me'::Mej':,]O.

where the first and third brlK'kets represent the A and B sites respectively. For normal

spinel :Fl, for inverse spinel x=O. The quantity x is a measure of the degrec of

inversion, In the case of some spinel oxides" depends upon the method of preparation.

The basic magnetic properties of the feTrites are very sensitive functions of their

cation distributions. Mixed feTriteshaving interesting and useful magnetic properties are

prepared by mixing two or more different types of metal ions. The chemical formula of

mixed Ni-Zn ferrite may be written as(Zn,':.Fe:)[Ni~+ Fe;:,]O:- where fr:::x:<::1.



Spinel oxides are ionic compounds and hence the chemical bonding occurring in

them can be taken as purely ionic to a good approximation. The total energy involved,

however, consists of the Coulomb energy, the Born repulsive energy, the polarization

and the magnetic interaction energy. The energy terms are all dependent on lattice

constant, oxygen position parameter and the ionic distribution. In principle the

equilibrium cation distribution can be calculated by minimizing the total energy with

respect to these variables. But the only energy that can be written with any accuracy is the

Coulomb energy. The individual preference of some ions for certain sites resulting from

their electronic configuration also play an important role. The divalent ions arc generally

larger than the trivalent (because the larger charge produces greater electrostatic

attraction and so pulls the outer orbits inward). The octahedral sites arc also larger than

the tetrahedral. Therefore, it would be rcasonable that the trivalent ions Fe'+ (O.67A)

wonld go into the tetrahedral sites and the divalent ions Fe'+ (O.83A) go into the

octahedral. Two exceptions are found in Zlll.+and Cd" which prefer tctrahedml sites

because the electronic configumtion is favourable for tetrahedral bonding to the oxygen

ions. Thus Z,rt" (O.74A) prefer tetrahedral sites over the F,,J+ (O.67A) ions. Z,rt" (O.74A)
and NP+ (O.74A) have almost the same ionic radius but Zn prefers tetrahedral sites and

Niprefers octahedral sites because of the configuration exception. N/:J.+ (O.78A) and C?

(O.64A) have strong preferences for octahedral sites. Hence the factors influencing the

distribution the cations among the two possible lattice sites are mainly their ionic radii

of the specific ions, the size of the interstices, temperature, the matching of their

electronic configuration to the surrounding anions and the electrostatic energy of the

lattice, the so-called Madelung energy, which has the predominant contribution to the

lattice energy under the constrain of overall energy minimization and charge neutrality.

2,5 Interaction between Magnetic Moments on Lattice Sites

Spontaneous magnetization of spinels (at OK) can be estimated on the basis of

their composition, cation distribution, and the relative strength of the possible

interaction. Since cation-cation distances are generally largc, direct (ferromagnetic)

interactions are negligible. Because of the geometry of orbital involved, the strongest

super-exchange interaction is expected to occur between octahedral and tetrahedral

cations, The strength of interaction or exchange force between the moments of the two



metal ions on different sites depends on the distances between these ions and the oxygen

ion that links them and also on the angle between the t1uee ions. The nearest neighbours

of a tetrahedral, an octahedral and an anion site are shown in Fig. 2.10. The interaction

is greatest for an angle of 1800 and also where the interionic distances are the shortest.

Fig. 2.11 shows the intetionic distances and the angles between the ions for the different

type of interactions. In the A-A and B-B cases, the angles are too small or the distances

between the metal ions and the oxygen ions are too large. The best combination of

distances and lll1glesare found in A-B interactions.

I f1.J(/ I
-~_._.-:"(.)

Figu..., 2.10. Nearest neighbours of (a) a lelrah.dral site, (b) on octahedral site and (c) tIJIanioo oit•.

AB BB ..1.'1

B
B

• 0
~

• 0 A

--, " B A

«I" 125"'- 1~.fJ.f 90' 12:,'2' 79'J8'

Figure 2.11. Intotionie angles in the 'pin.l structure for the different type oflatti"" ,ite interaction •.
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for an undistorted spinel, the A-O-B angles are about 125° and 154° [1-2, 25].

The B-()"B angles are 90° and 125°but the latter, one of the B-B distances is large. In the

A-A case the angle is about 80°. Therefore, the interaction between moments on the A

and B site is strongest. The B-B internction is much weaker and the most unfavorable

situation occurs in theA-A interaction. By examining the interaction involving the major

contributor, or the A-B interaction which orients the unpaired spins of these ions

antiparallel, Neel was able to explain the ferrimagnetism offenites.

2.6 Magnetism in Spinel Ferrite

The magnetic moment of a free atom is associated with the orbital and spin motioos

of electrons in an incomplete sub-sheJlof the electronic structure of the atom. In crystals the

orbitalmotions are quenched, thai is the orbital planes may be considered to be fIXedin space

relative to the crystal lattice, and in such a way that in bulk the crystal has no resultant

moment from this source. Moreover this orbital-lattice coupling is so strong that the

application of a magnetic field has little elfect upon it. The spin axes are not tightly bound to

the lattice as are the orbital axes. The anions surrounding a magnetic cation subject it to a

strong inhomogeneous electric field and influence the orbital angular momentum.

However, the spin angular momenrum remains unaffected. For the first transition group

elements this crystal field etTect is intense partly due to the large radius oflbe 3d shen and

partly due to the lack of any outer electronic shell to screen the 3d shell whose unpaired

electrons only contribute to the magnetic moment. We have originally defined the

magnetie moment in connection with permanent magnets. The electron itself may well

be caJled the smallest permanent magnet [I]. For an atom with a resultant spin quantum

number S, the spinmagnttic momerrtwin be

where g is the Lande splitting factor and fJ., known as the Bohr magneton, is the

fundamental unit of magnetic moment. 1be value of g fur pure spin moment is 2 and the

quantum number associated with each electron spin is :!: 112. The direction of the moment is

comparable to the direction of the ffiagnetimrion(from South to North poles) of a permanent

magnet to v.ttich the electroll is equivalent. Fig. 2.12 illU5trl1teSthe electronic COlltigurationof

Fe atoms and Fe" ions. Fe atom has fourunpaired electronsand Fe" ioo has five unpoired

26 C)[
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electron5. Each unpaiJW electron 5Pin produ<.:ed I Bohr magneton. In rompourl<i5, ions and

moloo.lles, account must be taken nfthe electron5 used fur bonding or transfi:md in ioni7.atioo.

It is the number of oopaired eleclrorul remaining after there pr0ce55e5 occur that giYe5 the net

magnetic moment [1]. Ao;;ording to the Hood's rules the moment of Fe atom and Fe" iOll are

4p. and 5Pa respectively. Similarly the moment of Fe" and Nf+ ion are 4p.and 3PB

respectively.

@ @ @@@ @ @@@ @CDCDCDCD

21'" J~l JIl"

@@@ @ @@@
r.J'I""

,
'"CDCDCDCDCDo

Ftgun 2.12. ElOC1ronicconfiguration of atom, and ions

2.6.1 Exchange Interactions in Spinel

The intense short-~'C electrostatic field, which is responsible for the magnetic

ordering, is the exchange force that is quantum mechanical in origin and is rel31ed to the

overlapping of total wave functions of the neighbouring atoms. The total wave function

consists of the orbital and spin motions. Usually the net quantum number is written as S,

because the magnetic moments arise mostly due to the spin motion as described above. The

exchange interactions coupling the spins of a pair of electrons are proportional to the scalar

product of their spin vectors [22, 24, 26],

03)

(2.4)
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In this exp=sion r's are the distances, subscripts iandj refer to the atoms, I and 2 refel'llto

the I\m electrons. [f the J in equation (2.3) is positive, we achieve ferromagnetism. A

negativeJmay give rise to anti-ferromagnetism or ferrimagnetism.

Magnetie interactk.1ISin spinel furites lIS well lIS ill WIlle iOllie ({Impounds are

different from the one considered above because the cations are mutually separated by bigger

anions (oxygen ions). These anions obscure the direct overlapping of the cation charge

distributions, sometimes partially and some times completely making the direct exchange

interaction very weak. Cations are too far apart in most oxides for a direct eation-cation

interaction. Instead, super-exchange interactions appear, i.e., indirect exchange via anion

p-orbitals that may be strong enough to order the magnetic moments. Apart from the

electronic structure of cations this type of interactions strongly depends on the geometry

of arrangement of the two interacting cations and the intervening anion. Both the

distance and the angles are relevant. Usually only the interactions with in first

coordination sphere (when both Utecations are in contact with the anion) are important.

In the Ned theory of ferrimagnetism the interactions taken as enective are inter and

intra-sublattice interactions A-B, A-A and B-B. The type of magnetic order depends on

their relative strength.

The super-exchange mechanism between cations that operate vIa the

intennediate anions was proposed by Kramer for such cases and was developed by

Anderson and Yan Vlcek [23, 24]. A simple example of super-exehange is provided by

MnO which was ehosen by Andel'llon. From the erystal structure of MnO it will be seen

that the antip!lTll1lelmanganese ions are collinear with their neighbouring oxygen ions. The

d- ions each have six 2p electrons in three antiparallel pail'll. The outer electrons of the

Mr?' ions are in 3d sub-shells which are half filled with t,ve electrons in each. The

phenomenon of super-exchange is considered to be due to an overlap between the

lIlllIIb'llllCse3d orbits and the oxygen 2p orbits with a continuous interchange of electrons

between them. It appears that, fur the overall energy of the system to be a minimum, the

moments of the manganese iOllSon either side of the oxygen ion must be antiparallel. TIre

manganese magnetic moments are thus, in effect, coupled through the intervening oxygen

ion. The idea is illustrated in Fig. 2.13.

]n Figs. 2.13(a) and 2.13(c) the outer electrons in a pair of Mn!> ions, and in an

intetVeningd- ion in the unexcited sUIte,are shown by the arrows. One suggested mode of

28



coupling is indicated in Fig. 2.13(b). The two electrons of a pair in the oxygen ion are

simultaneously transferred, one to the left and the other to the right. If their directions of

spin are unchanged thcn, by Hund's rules, thc moments of the two manganese ions must

be antiparal1el as shown. Another possibility is represented in Fig. 2.13(d). One electron

only has been transferred to the manganese ion on the left. The oxygen ion now has a

moment of IjlB and irthere Is negative inlerllction between the oxygen ion and the right-

hand manganese ion then again the moments of the manganese ions will be anti paralleL If

these ideas are accepted then the oxygen ions play an essential part in producing

antiferromagnetism in the oxide. Moreover, because of tile dumbbell shape of the 2p orbits,

the coupling mechanism should be most effective when tbe metal ions and the oxygen ions

lie in one straight line, that is, the angle between the bonds is 180", and this is the case with

MnO.

MnOMn
3d 2P 3d
Ii

(M) IIIH II HIli
.-.----_1 + _--------

HI! I
Ii

(bl Ii ji!:Ii:----t Ii

HilI
Ii

(c) Ii !Ill I----_11 ------
IIItI

Ii

('I Ii 11111------, I) _.._---

v.." •• 1. t3. lIlusttating ,uper-exch.nge in M~o.
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Figuft 1.t4. Schematic repre,elllation of the 'uper-..""hange inleraClion in the magnetic oxide,. The p

orbital of an anion (ceme,-) inl~t with the d orbital, of the tran.ilional metal calio"'.

In the case of spinel ferrites the coupling is of the indirect type which involves

overlapping of oxygen wave functioll5 with those of the neighboring cations. Consider

two transition metal cations separated by an 0, Fig. 2.14. The d- has no net magnetic
moment since it has completely filled sheils, with p-type outermost orbitals. Orbital p,

has two electrons: one with spin up, and the other with spin down, consistent with

Pauli's exclusion principle. The essential point is that when an oxygenp orbital overlaps

with a cation d orbital, one of the p electrons can be accepted by the cations. When one

of the transition-metal cations is brought elose the do, partial electron overlap (between
a 3d electron from the cation and a 2p electron form the d) can occur only for

antiparallel spins, because electrons with the same spin are repelled. Empty 3d states in
the cation are available for partial occupation by the d- electron, with an antiparallel
orientation. Electron overlap between the other calion and the d- then occurs resulting
in antiparallel spins and therefore antiparallel order between tbe cations. Since the p

orbitals are linear, the strongest interaction is expected to take place for

cation-d'-eafion angles close to 1800 [2].

2.6.2 Neel Theory of Ferri magnetism

If we eonsider the simplest ease of a two-sublattice system having antiparallel

and non-equal magnetic moments, the inequality may be due to:

I) different elements in different sites,

2) same element in different ionie states, and
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3) different crystalline fields leading to different effective moments for ions having

the same spin.

The spins on one sublattice are under the influence of exchange forces due to the spins

on the second sublattice as well as due to other spins on the same snblattiee, The

molecular fields acting on the two sublattices A and B can be written as [2, 21-26]

- - -
HH =AAJjM. +A"",Mg

where M. and M0 are the magnetizations of the two sublattices and A '5 are the Weiss

constants. Since the interaction between the sublattices is anti ferromagnetic, AAii must

be negative, but AM and AlIB may be negative or positive depending on the crystal

strueture and the nature of the interacting atoms. Probably, these interactions are also

negative, though they are in general quite small.

Assuming all the exchange interactions to be negative the molecular fields will be

thengivwby

fl. =-AMM.-AAlIMo'

Since in general, AM and ..1.lIBare small compared to ..lAB' it is convenient to express

the strengths of these interactions relative to the dominant ..1.""interaction.

Lct

"d
In an externai applied Held if, the fields acting on A and B sites are

flo =fl-..1.AlICM. -PUB)

At temperatures higher than the transition temperature, TN' H., M. and M 0 are all

parallel and we can write

(25)
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(2h)

where CA and Cn are the Curie constants for the two sublattices.

C~=N~gJJ~SP>"+ l)j3K

N. lI"rl Npdenote the number of magnetic ions on A and B sites respectively and S" and

S B are their spin quantumnumbers. Solving foe the susceptibility,X, one gets [2, 21]

1 T 1 b-=------
X C Xo T-(}

b
T-O

whereC ,Zo' hand 8 are constants for particular substance and are given by

C=C. +C"

I 1, ,
- ~ --, [C• ..1.'A +CnA."" +2CACRAA"]
%. C

C~C.. , " ,
b="""'C'[CAAM -A"") +C.(2"" -A •• )

-2CACB{A~ -(A"" + ,1.""),1.",,+ A.<,A.,m}]

0=- CAC, (A"" +A",,)-2AABC

Equation (2.7) represents a hyperbola, and the physically meaning part of it is plotted in

Fig. 2.9. This curvature of the plot of 11;( versus T is a characteristics feature of a

ferrimagnet. It cuts the temperature axis at Tc, called the Ferrimagnetic Curie point. At

high temperatures the last term of equation (2.7) become negligible, and reduces to a

Curie-Weiss law:

C
%~-----

T+(ClZo)

This is the equation of straight line, shown dashed in Fig. 2.15, to which the llx versus

Tcurve becomes asymptotic at high temperatures.
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Figu", 2.15. Th< temp""'tw<: d<:p<nd= of the inverse ,u,eeptibiUty for ferrimagnet'.

The Femmagnetic Curie temperature 1;, is obtained from equations (2.5) and

(2,6) with H = 0 and setting the determinant of the coefficients of Mj eqnal to zero.

This gives

T(" =~[CA,t .•.•+CBA.B8 +{(CAA.M -CBA.lOB)' +4CACBA.~}'l (2.8)

Equation (2.7) is in good agreement with the experiment, except near the Curie poim.

The experimental Curie temperature, the temperature 111which the susceptibility

becomes infinite and spontaneous magnetization appears, is lower than the theoretical

Curie temperature [21j. This disagreement between theory and experiment in the region

of Curie point is presumably due to the short-range spin order (spin clusters) at

temperatures above experimental 1;. [2, 21J.

lbe sublattice magnetizations will in general have diffurent temperature dependences

because the effective molecular fields acting on them are dilferent. This suggests the

possibility of having anomaly in the net magneti7..a1ionversus temperature curves, Fig.

2.16. For most ferrimagnets the curve is similar to that offerromagnets, but in a few cases

there be a compensation point in the curve, Fig. 2.16(c) [1, 21]. At a point below the Curie

temperature point, the two sublattice magnetizations are equal and thus appear to have no

momerrt.This temperature is called the compensation point. Below this temperature one

sublattiee magnetization is larger and provides the net moment. Above this temperature

the other magnetization does dominates and the net magneti7.ation reverses direction.
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Fipre l.l~. Superposition of various combinations oftw<>opposing sublortice magnetizations producing
differing resultants including one wiTha compensation poinl (schematic).

The essential reqUISIte for Nee! configuration is a strong negative exchange

interaction between A and B sublattices which results in their being magnetized in

opposite directions below the transition point. But there may be cases where intra-

subJattice interactions are comparable with inter-subJattice interaction. Neel's theory

predicts paramagnetism for such substances at all temperatures. This is unreasonable

since strong AA or BB interaction may lead to some kind of ordering especially at low

temperature. In the cases of no AB interaction, anti ferromagnetic ordering may be

expected either in the A or in the B sublattice. Under certain conditions there may be non-

collinear spin arrays of still lower energy.



2.6.3 Effect oCZinc Substitution on the Magnetic Moments in Spinel Ferrites

Fe,O. has ferromagnetic properties because of its inverse structure which leads

to the formation of domains. A unit cell of Fe,O, contains eight formula units each of

which may be written in tbe form Fe>+[Fe'+Fc.1+]O';- [23]. Snoek and his co-workers

found that oxides of inverse structure could be artificially produced in which the

divalent ions of another dement, for example Mn, Nt, Co, Mg or Cu, could be

substituted for the divalent Fe'~ions in Fc,O,.An extensive range oCferrites eould thus

be made having the general formula Fe>+[M'+ Fe>+]Ot, where arrows indicate spin

ordering. Since the trivalent iron ions are equally distributed on A and B sites they

cancel each other out magnetically, and the magnetic moment per formula unit is then

theoretically the same as the magnetic moment of the divalent ion. The Ni ferrite has a

moment of 2.3PB compared with a theoretical value of 2p~[I]. Zn ferrite is a normal

spinel, with z,,2' (3d") ions in A sites have zero magnetic moment; FC3~ions in B sites

have a magnetic moment5p •. The cation distribution can be written as

~ .
Zn>+[Fc.1+ Fe'+]O., where spin ordering is indicated by arrows. The zero magnetic

moment of z,,2+ Ions leaves trivalent iron ions on B sites with a negative BB interaction

between equal ions. Therefore Zn ferrite is not ferromagnetic. Zinc ferrite therefore be

expected to be antiferromagnetic and thus to have a Ned point, though measurements

show it to be paramagnetic only [1-2, 21, 23J.

Magnetic properties can be modified widely by cation substitution. An

illustrative case is substituion of Ni by Z" in Co ferrite to form solid solutions

Ni1_xZnJe,o •. The cation distribution can be written as (Z,,;+ FCi':,)[NiL:Fe,':,.JOt

[2]. Znz> is diamagnetic and its main effect is to break linkages between magnetic

cations. Another effect is to increase interaction distance by expanding the unit cell,

since it has an ionic radius larger than the Nt and Fe radii. The most remarkable effect is

that substitution of this diamagnetic cation (Z,,) results in a significant increase in

magnetic moment in a number of spinel solid solutions, l'ig. 2.17.
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Magnetic moment as a funclion of Zn content shows an increase for small

substitutions, goes through a maximum for intermediate values, decreases and fmally

vanishes for high Zn contents.

A simple analysis shows that tbis increase can be expected for an antiparallel

aligrunent. As tbe Zn content increases, magnetic moments decreases in sublattice A and

increase in sublattice B.lfthc magnetic moment of Fe and Ni are 5 and -2.31'8Iion,

respectively, then, per formula unit, the total moment in Bohr magnetons on B sublattice

is 2.3(1-x)+ 5(1+ x) and on A sublattice the total antiparaHel moment is 5(1-x). If

the resultant moment per formula unit iSM,.(O), then by taking the difference of A and B

moments [15J,

M,(O) = 2.3(I-x) +5(1 +x)-5(1-x)

=x(1O-2.3)+2.3

A linear relationship is obtained with a slope of7.7, predicting a moment value of lOp.

per formula unit for Zn substitntion x = 1, as shown by the broken lines in Fig. 2.17.

This relationship is not followed over the entire composition range. However, as the Zn

oontent increases, A-()- B interactions beoome too weak and B-O- B interactions

begin to dominate. That is, the average distance between the interacting spins gets
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larger. As a consequence, the system becomes frustrated causing a perturbation to the

magnetically ordered spins as large number of B sites spins gelS non-magnetic impurity

atoms as their nearest neighbors.

Figu'" 2.18. Schematic ropresenlalion of spin arrangemenlS in Ni,_,2n,Fe,O., (a) ferrimagnetic

(for X ::; 0.5), (1)) lrilUlgular or Yafct-Kitlel (for X > 0.5 ); and (c) anti!'erromllglletic for X '" 1.

The B spins are no longer held in place due to this weak anti-ferromagnetic A-B interaction

leading to non-collinearity or canting among the D sublattice. Thus for x> 0.5 Zn

content, instead of a collinear antipamiJel alignment, canted structure appears, where

spins in B sites are no longer parallel [2, 27J, Fig. 2.18. Evidence of this triangular

structure has been observed by neutron diffraction [28]; a theoretical analysis showed

that departure from collinear order depends on the ratio of the A - 0- B to B - 0- B

molecular field coefficients, "'AB I"", [29]. For high Z" concentration, B-O~ B

interactions dominant and the ferrite become antiferromagnetie for X =] [2].

2.7 Microstructure

A polycrystal is much more than many tiny crystals bonded together. The

interfaces between the crystals, or the grain boundaries which separate and bond the

grains, are complex and interactive interfaces. The whole set of a given material's

properties (mechanical, chemical and especially electrical and magnetic) depend

strongly on the nature of the microstructure.

In the simplest case, the grain boundary is the region, which accommodates the

difference in crystallographic orientation between the neighbouring grains. For certain

simple arrangements, the grain boundary is made of an array of dislocations whose

number and spacing depends on the angular deviation between the grains. The ionic
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nature offerrites leads to dislocation patterns considerably more complex than in metals,

since electrostatic energy accounts for a significant fraction of the total boundary energy

[2].

For low-loss ferrite, Ghatc [1] states that the grain boundaries influence

properties by

I) creating a high ressistivity intergranular layer,

2) acting as a sink for impurities which may act as a sintering aid and grain growth

modifiers,

3) providing a path for oxygen diffusion, which may modifY the oxidation state of

cations near the boundaries.

In addition to grain boundaries, ceramic imperfections can impede domain wall

motion and thus reduce the magnetic property. Among these are pores, cracks,

inclusions, second phases, as well as residual strains. Imperfections also act as energy

wens that pin the domain walls and require higher activation energy to detach. Stresses

are microstructural imperfections that can result from impurities or processing problems

such as too rapid a cool. They affect the domain dynamics and are responsible for a

much greater share of the degradation of properties than would expect [I].

Grain growth kinetics depends strongly on the impurity content. A minor dopant

can drastically change the nature and concentration of defects in the matrix, affecting

grain boundary motion, pore mobility and pore removal [2, 30]. The effect of a given

dopant depends OIl its valence and solubility with respect to host material. If it is not

soluble at the sintering temperature, the dopant becomes a second phase which usually

segregates to the grain boundary .

.', (b)
FiKU", 2.1g. Poro.ity characler. (a) intergranular, (b) inttagranular.

The porosity of ceramic samples results from two sources, intragranular porosity

and inlergranuiar porosity, fig. 2,19. An undesirable effect in ceramic samples is the
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formation of exaggerated or discontinuous grain growth which is characterized by the

ex<:essive growth of some grains at the expense of small, neighbouring ones, Fig. 2.20.

When this occurs, the large grain has a high defect concentration. Discontinuous growth

is believed to result from one or several of the following: powder mixtures with

impurities; a very large distribution of initial particle size; sintering at excessively high

temperatures; in ferrites containing Zn and lor Mn, a low O2 partial pressme in the

sintering atmosphere. When a very large grain is surrounded by smaller ones, it is called

'duplex' microstructure.

Figuu 2.20. Grain growth (oj discontinuous. (b) duplex (schematic)_

2.8 Theories of Permeability

Permeability is defined as the proportionality constant between the

magnetic field induction B and applied field intensity H [2, 25, 31]:

Boo pH (2.9)

If the applied field is very low, approaching zero, the ratio will be called Ihe initial

penneability, Fig. 2.15 and is given by

This simple definltion necds further sophistications. A magnetic material

subjected to an ac magnetic field can be written as

HooH.e'"" (2.10)

It is observed that the magnetic flux density B lag behind H. This is caused due to the

presen<:eof various losses and is thus expressed as
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(2.11)

Here O'is the phase angle that marks the delay of B with respect to H. The permeability

is then given by

B B ,(••-&) B -,' B B.e De D'O' 1.1'#=-=---=--=-oosO'-,-smO'=p -'p (2.12)
H H,e'" H. H. Ho

where

md

(2.13)

(2.14)

(2.15)

The real part (p') of complex permeability (p), as expressed in equation (2.10)

represents the component of B which is in phllSe with H, so it corresponds to the

normal permeahility. If there are no losses, we should have p =pl. The imaginary part

j/ corresponds to that of B,which is delayed by phase angle 900 from H [21, 25]' The

presence of such a component requires a supply of energy to maintain the alternating

magnetization, regardless of the origin of delay. The ratio of j/' to pi, as is evident

from equation (2.14) and (2.13) gives

Bo • d-om
j.lll H

_ D =tanO'7- B
r _, cosO'

H.

This tano is called loss factor.

The quality factor is defined as the reciprocal of this loss factor, i.e.

Quality factor= _1_
1md

,
And the relative quality factor, Q = J!.....

1md
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The curves that showthe variation of both ,/ and ,i' wilh frequency are called
the magnetic spec1rumor permeabilityspectnnn of the material [21]. The variation of

permeabilitywith frequency is referred 10as disperSion.The measurement of complex

permeability gives us valuable information about the nature of domain wall and their

movements. In dynamic measurements the eddy current loss is very important. This

occurs due to the irreversible domain wall movements. The permeability of a

fcrrimagnetic substance is the combined effect of the wall penneability and

rotational permeabilitymechanisms.

2.8.1 Mecbanisms of Permeability

The mechanisms can be explained as follows; A demagnetized magnetic

material is divided into number of Weiss domains separated by Bloch walls. In each

domain aUthe magnetic moments are oriented in parallel and the magnetization has

its saturation vaineM,. In the walls the magnetization direction changes gmduaUy

from the direction of magnetization in one domain 10that in the next. The equilibrium

positions of the walls result from the interactions with the magnetization in

neighboring domains and from the influence of pores; crystal boundaries and

chemical inhomogeneities which tend to favour certainwall positions.



2.8.1.1 Wall Permeability

The mechanism of wall permeability arises from the displacement of the

domain walls in small fields. Lets us consider a piece of material in the

demagnetized state, divided into Weiss domains with equal thickness L by means of

1800 Bloch walls (as in the Fig. 2.22). The walls are parallel to the lZplane. The

magnetization M, in the domains is oriented alternately in the +Z or -Z direction.

When a field H with a component in the + Z direction is applied, the magnetization

in this direction will be favoured. A displacement dx of the walls in the direction

shown by the doned lines wiJl decrease the energy density by an amount [32, 33}:

2M,H,dx
L

This can be described as a pressure M,H. exerted on each walLThe pressure wiJJ be

counteracted by restoring forces which for small deviations may assume to be kdx

per unit wall surface.The new equilibriumposition is then givenby

d = M,H,dx
L

From the change in the magnetization

AM= 2M,d
L '

the wall susceptibility x. may be calculated. Let H makes the angle {} with

Z direction. The magnetization in the 8 direction becomes

2Md. 2MH(;U.f)o=--'-eosBandwlthH,=Hros8andd= ,.
L K

we obtain

(AM) 4M2eos'B
X - '--'~--
w- H - KL
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Figure 1.22. Magn<1ization by wall IDOtionand spin rotalion.

2.8.1.2 Rotational Permeability

The rotational permeability mcchanism arises from rotation of the

magnetization in each domain. The direction of M can be found by minimizing the

magnetic energy E as a function of the orientation. Major contribution to E comes from

the crystal anisotropy energy. Other contributions may be due to the stress and shape

anisotropy. The stress may influence the magnetic energy via thc magnetostriction.

The shape aniwtropy is causcd by thc boundaries of the $IUnp1eas well as by pores.

nonmagnctic inclusions and inhomogeneities. For small angular deviations, a. and ay

may be written as

For equilibrium Z -direction, E may be expressed a~ [32. 33]

where it is assumed that xand y are the principal axes of the energy minimum. Instead

of E= & E)Y. the anisotropy field H; andH: are often introduced. Their magnitude Is

given by

H" = E~ and HA = E".
• 2M, Y 2111,'

H; & H: represent the stiffness with which the magnetization is bound to the

equilibrium direction for deviations in the x and y direction, respectively. The
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(2.19)

rotational 5usceptibilities X,.• andz,.,. for fields applied along x and y directions,

respectively ure

For eubic materials it IS often found that H: and 1I; are equal. For

Tf: = Tf; = SA and!\ fiel(! H whic~ maJ<es an angle 0 with the Z direction (lIS

sho'MI in Fig. 2.22) the rotational susceptibility, X',< in one crystallite becomes

M .,, =--' Sill {}'''.c HA

A polyerystalJine material consisting of a large number of randomly oriented grains of

different shapes, with each grain divided into domains in a certain way. The

rotational susceptibility X, of the material has to be obtained lISa weighted average of

X" of each crystallite, where the mutual influence of neighbouring crystallites has to

be taken into account. If the crystal anisotropy dominates other anisotropie5, then HA

will be constant throughout the material, so only the factor 5i02 (J (equation 2.19) has to

be averaged. Sooek [34jllSsuming a lincur averaging of X,,,,and found

The total internal susceptibility

(2.20)

If the shape and stress anisotropies cannol be neglected, HA will be larger. Any

estimate of Z, will then be ruther uncertain as long as the domain structure, and the

pore distribution in the material are not known. A similar estimate of Xw would

require knowledge of the sti!fuess parameter Ir and the domain width L. These

parameters are influenced by sueh factors as imperfection, porosity and

crystallite shape and distribution which are essentially uoknO'MI.
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CHAPTER 3

SAMPLE PREPARAnON TECHNIQUE

3.1 Introduction

A goal common to all the ferrites is the formation ofille spinel structtJre. Now a

days, tile majority of ferrile powders are made by the conventional Ceramic process or

Solid State Reaction technique, Most of the non-conventional processes are involved in

producing the powder by a wet method. Among these methods, some are [J,2]:

1) Co-predpitation

2) Organic precursors

3) Sol-gel synthesis

4) Spray--drying

5) Freeze-drying

6) Combustion synthesis

7) Glass crystallization

In this chapter, we describe the solid stale reaction method that is used in this research

work.

3.2 Conventional Solid State Reaction Method

In the solid state reaction method, the required composition is usually prepared

from the appropriate amount of raw mineral oxides or carbonates by crushing, grinding

and milling. The most common type ofmi1l is the baHmill, which consists of a lined pot

with hard spheres or rod inside. Milling can be earned out in a wet medium to increase

the degree of mixing. This method depl.'llds on the solid state inter-diffusion between the

raw materials. Solids do not usually react at room temperature over normal time scales.

Thus it is necessary to heat them at higher temperatures for the diffusion length (2DI)Jn

to exceed the particle size, where D is the diffusion constant for the fast-diffusing

species, and t is the firing time. The ground powders arc then calcined in air or oxygen

at a temperature above !OOO'C. For some time, this process is oontinued until the mixture is
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converted into the correct crystalline phase. The calcined powders are again crushed into fine

powders, The pellets or toroid shaped samples are prepared from these calcined powders

using die-punch assembly or hydrostatic or isostatic pressure. Sintenng is carried out

in the solid state, at temperature rnnging 11<Xl-1400°C,for times of typically 1-40 h and

in various atmospheres (e.g. Air, O:zand N2) [3-6]. Fig. 3.1 shows, diagrammatically, the

stages followed in ferrite preparation.

The ~eral solid state reaction icading to a !brrite J,kFe;!h may be represented as

MeO+Fe';:),_ MeFeiJ.

where Me is the divalent ions. There are basically four steps in the preparation offcrrite:

1) Preparation of materials 10 fonn an intimate mixture with the metal ions in the

ratio which they wiil have in the final product,

2) Heating of this mixture to fonn the ferrite (often called calcining),

3) Grinding the calcined powders and pressing the fUiepowders into the required

shape, and

4) Sintering to produce a highly dcnsified product.

3.3 Details ofCalciuing, Pressing and Sintering

Calcining is defined as the process of obtaining a homogeneous ood phase pure

composition of mixed powders by heating them for a certain time at a high temperature

and then allowing it to cool slowly. During the calcining stage, the reaction of Fe20J

with metal oxide (say, MeO or MezOJ) takes place in the solid state to fonn spinel

according to the reactions [7J:

MeO +Fe20, _MeFeiJ. (Spinel)

2Me,oJ+4Fe:!J] _ 4MeFeiJ.(Spine1)+(h

The NiO, MgO, CuO, znO and LaiJj creeps into Fe:i03 as below, to fonn an

intermediate phase

_NiFe:!J.
_ MgFeiJ.

_CuFezO.

_ZnFe;O.

FeiJ] +NiO
Fe20j+MgO

Fe:i03+CuO
FeiJj +blO



Andlastly

(O.l2)NiFel-IJ. +O.l8MgFh,O.+0.2oc.'uFe:J-,o. + O.50ZnFe].£h+xLaFc2_Jh ~

Nia12Mga/£U{).2fZnoJiFezXla.o4.

Oxides of raw materials
j

Weighing by different
mole ;;"~nta"e

Dry mixing by agate
mo_

Wet mixi~!~y ball
millin,
Drying

I Calcining I
j

Milling and adding
binder
j

Pressing to desired
"h"
j

I Sintering -1,
!Finished productS!

Figu~ 3.1. Flow chart of the slage, in preparation of spinel territ •.
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The calcining process can be repeated !leVersltimes to obtain a high degree of

homogeneity. The calcined powders are crushed into fine powders. The idea! characteristics

offinepowders are [2J:

I) small particle Si7.e(submicron)

2) narrow distribution in particle size

3) dispersed particles

4) equiaxed shape of particles

5) high purity

6) homogeneous composition.

A small particle size of the reactant powders provides a high contact surfuce area for initiation

of the solid ~talereaction; diffusion paths are shorted, leading to more efficient completion of

the reaction. Porosity is easily eliminated if the initial pores are vcl)' small. A narrow size

distribution of spherical particles as well as a dispersed state is important for compaction of

the powder during grcen-lxxIy formation. Gmin growth during sintering can be better

controlled if the initial Si7.eis sma!llllld uniform.

A binder is usually added prior to compaction, at IIconcerrtration lower than 5wt %

[2]. Binders are polymers or wares; the most commonly used binder in ferrite is polyvinyl

alcohol. The binder facilitates the particles f1nwduring compacting and increases the bonding

between the particles., presumably by forming bonds of the type particle-binder-particle.

During silltering, binders decompose and are eliminated from the ferrite. Pressures are used

for compacting very widely but are corrunonly scveraltonsper squareiro;:h(i. e.,up to IdNm';\

Sintering is defined as the process of obtaining a dense, tOUghbody by heating a

compacted powder for a certain time at a temperature high enough to significantly

promote diffusion, but clearly lower than the melting poinl of the main component. The

driving fonoe for sintering is the reduction in surface free energy of the powder. Part of

this energy is transferred into interfacial energy (grain boundaries) in the resulting

polycrystalJine body [2, 8]. The sintering time, temperature and the furnace atmosphere

play very important role on the magnetic property of ferrite materials. The purposes of

sintering process are:

I) to bind the particles together so as to impart sufficient strength to the product,

2) to densitY the material by eliminating the pores and
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3) to homogenize the materials by completing the reactions left unfinished in the

calcining step.

Sintering of crystalline solids is dealt by Coble and Burke [9] who found the

following empirical relationship regarding rate of grain growth:

d =k("

where d is the mean grain diameter, /l is about 113, I is sintering time and k is a

temperature dependent parameter. Sintering is divided into three stages, Fig. 3.2 [2, 10].

Stage I. Contact area between particles increases,

Stage 2. Porosity changes from open to closed porosity,

Stage 3. Pore volume decreases; grains grow.

(~ (0)

Flgin II sc1Iematic rcp""""tation of sintering stages: (a) greenOOdy, {b) initial stage. (el intennediate
stage. and (d) final slage.

In the initial stage, neighbouring particles fonn a neck by surface diffusion and

presumably also at high temperatures by an evaporation-condensation mechanism.

Grain growth begins during the intermediate stage of sintering. Since grain boundaries

are the sinks for vacancies, grain growth tends to decrease the pore elimination rate due

to the increase in distance between pores and grain boundaries, and by decreasing the

total grain boundary surface area. In the final stage, the grain growth is oonsiderably

enhanced and the remaining pores may becomc isolated.

In Ni-Z/l ferrites, the presence of Zn oomplicates the sintering process because

high temperature coupled with low oxygen firing will cause Zn loss. High density is

important for high permeabilHy, but so is Zn conservation. Tasaki [Il described two

altemative firings to achieve high density:

I) Low .intenng temperature excluding 0. (Vacuum, argon, nitrogen),

2) High tempernture inpure Ol<ygento reduce Zn loss.
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Accordingly, other properties correlated along with density:

1) Lattice constant is greater for Oz, smaller for vacuum.

2) Curie temperature is greater for vacuum, smaller for Oz,

3) Resistivity is greater for O2, smaller for vacuwn.

3.4 Preparation of the Present Samples

The Nio.12MgOliCll{}.2olnowFe:l_,la,O.(for x '" 0.00, 0.025, 0.050 and 0.075),

samples were prepared by the standard solid-state reaclion technique. Powder of NiO

(99.9%), MgO (99.9"10),CuO (99.9%), ZOO (99.9%), La20J (99.9%) and Fe:lOj (99.9%)

were used as raw materiah. Proper amounts ofrcquired powders W~ mixed thoroughly

and then calcined al 9500C for 5 h. The calcined powders were then pressed into disk-

shaped and loroid-shaped samples. The samples were sintered at various temperatures

1100, 1150, 1200 and 1250"C in air for 5 h, The temperature rate was 5°C! min for

heating and WOC/minfor coollng.

••(.J 00
~)

Figure 3.3. (a) Di,k ,hoped and (b) Toroid shaped Samples.
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CHAPTER 4

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

In thl, cbaple' we describe basic experimental t"hnlqo", to measu'" the lattice paramo!''', dM,ily and

freqnency dependent AC permeability of ferrite samples. W. also describe the experimental technique

for the ffiell,aremeot of temperature dependent initial permeability. Th. Noel tempenll""" of the

oampl•• we", dettmlined from !hi, temperature dependent initial permeability, DC mag.ru:tizations of

the >ample. ore .1"" di,cussed.

4.1 X.ray Diffraction

Bragg reflection is II coherent elllSti~s~aUerjngin which the energy pf the

x-ray is not changed on reflection. If a beam of monochromatic radiation of

wavelength J,. is incident on a periodic crystal plane at an angle e and is diffracted at

the same angle as shown in Fig. 4.1, the Bragg diffraction condition for x-rays is

given by

2dsinO=nA (4.1)

where d is the distance between crystal planes and n is the positive integer which

represents the order of reflection. Equation (4.1) is known as Bragg law.

C
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(4.3)

This Bragg law suggests that the diffraction is only possible when J,.::S:al[I].

For this reason we cannot use the visible light to determine the crystal structure of a

material. The x-ray diffraction (XRD) provides substantial information on the crystal

structure.

In the present work, A PHILIPS PW 3040 X'pert PRO X-ray diffractometer was

used for the lattice parameter to study the crystalline phases of the prepared samples in

the Materials Science division, Atomic Energy Centre, Dhaka. For this purpose

monochromatic Cu-K~radiation was used. The lattice parameter for each peak of each

sample was calculated by using the fonnula

a=d~h' +k' +,' (4.2)

where h, k and I are the indices of the crystal planes. To detennine the exact lattice

parameter for each sample, Nelsion-Riley method was used. The Nelson-Riley function

F(O) is given as [2]:

F(O)=~[(Cos' O! SinO )+(Cos'8! (I)]
The values of1attice constant 'a' of all the peaks for a sample are plotted against

F(ll). Then using a least square fit method exact lattice parameter 'n,,' is detennined. The

point where the least square fit straight line cut the y-axis (i.e. at F(ll) = 0) is the actual

lattice parameter of the sample. Using this lattice parameter, ao the theoretical density,

Pm was calculated from following expression:

(4.4)

where NA is Avogadro's number (6.02 x Hi3 morl), M is the molecular weight. The

porosity was calculated from the relation {loo(p,. - PB)I p,.}%, where P. is the bulk

density measUr<:'dby t1]" fOJTllulaPH = M IV [3].

4.1.1 Different Parts of the PHILIPS X' Pert PRO XRD System

Fig. 4.2 shows the inside view of the X' pert PRO XRD system. A complex of

instruments of X-ray diffraction analysis has been established for both materials

research and specimen characterization.



A I"er ,

~'l&.4.1. tniemillmllllemrnl of I PHILIPS X' Pm PROX-ttly dlm.olam.le •.

The5e include facilities [01"~udying single crystIll defects, and 8 variety of other

mllteriliis problems.

The PHILIPS X' Pm PRO XRD system eornprised of the following parts;

0) "Cu-Tllbe" with mP"imum input pollo'el"0(60 kV nnd 55 rnA.

(ii) "Ni- Filter to mnovc Cu-Ka component,

(iii) "Solnt slit" to JlllSS plU'llIlel beam only.

(iv) "Progrnmmnble Divergent ~Ii!$"(POS) to reduce djvagencc ofbc:wn lind

control il'l'lldillted bc:wn nrea,

(v) "Mask" to gc1desitcd beDll1area.

(vi) aSample holder" for powder snrnple,

(vii) YAnti Seatter Slit" (ASS) to reduce air !lCllttering bllck ground.

(viii) "Progmmmable Receiving $Ii," (PRS) to control the diffracted beam

intensily and

(ix) "SoIIlf slit"10stop salnered bwn and passp:ua11e1difT~ beam only.
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4.2 Study of microstructure

'EJrpet;mmu( 'T.d"';ques

The microstructural study was performed in order to have an insight of the

gram structures of different compositions, sintered at different temperatures. The

samples were visuali~ed under a high-resolution optical microscope and then

photographs were taken.

4.3 Complex permeability measurement

For high frequency application, the desirable property of a ferrite is high

permeability with low loss. One of the most important goals of ferrite research is to

fulfill this requirement. The techniques of permeability measurement and frequency

dependent complex permeability of the present samples are described in sections 4.3,1

and 4.3.2.

4.3.1 Techniques for the permeability measurement

Measurements of permeability normally involve the measurements of the

change in self-inductance of a coil in presence of the magnetic core. The

behaviour of a self-inductance can now be described as follows. We assume an ideal

loss less air coil of inductanceLo' On insertion of a magnetic core with permeability p,

the inductance will be.uL•. The complex impedance Z of this coil [4] can be expressed

as foHows:

Z =R + jX = j(l)L"p = jroLo(p' _ jp'/)

where the resistive part is

(4.5)

(4.6)

and the reactive part is X = (l)4p/ (4.7)

The RF penneability can be derived from the complex impedance of a coil, Z, given

by equation (4.5). The core is taken as toroidal to avoid demagnetizing effects. The

quantity Lo is derived geometrically as shown in section 4.3.2.

4.3.2 Frequency characteristics orthe prescnt samples

The frequency characteristics of the ferrite samples i.e. the initial permeability

spectra were investigated using a Wayne kerr Impedance Analyzer (Model No. 6500B).
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The complex permeability measurements on toroid shaped specimens were carried out

at room temperature on all the samples in the frequency range I kHz - 100 MHz. The

real part (p,') and imaginary part (p,/I) of the complex permeability were calculated

using the following relations [5]: P: = L,; I., and p;" = fi: tanb", where I., is the self-

inductance of the sample core and L, = fioN'Sj nil is derived geometrically. Here 1.0 is

the inductance of the winding coil without the sample core, N is the number of turns of

the coil (N= 4), S is the area of cross section of the toroidal sample as given below:

S=d><h,

where d= d, -d,2 .
d, = inner diameter,
d, = Outer diameter,
h= Height

and d is the mean diameter of the toroidal sample as given below:

d=dJ+d,
2

•
The relative quality factor is determined from the ratio...!:!l- .

'MO

4.4 The Neel tempel'1llture measurements

The Neel temperature measurement is one of the most important measurements

for ferrimagnetic materials. Neel temperature provides substantial information on

magnetic status of a substance in respect of the strength of exchange interaction. So, the

determination ofNt!e1 temperature is of great importance.

Neei temperature was measured from the temperature dependent initial

permeability. For this measurement, the sample was kept inside a cylindrical oven with

a thermocouple placed at the middle of the sample. The thermocouple measures the

temperature inside the oven and also of the sample. The sample was kept just in the

middle part of the cylindrical oven in order to minimize the temperature gradient. The

temperature of the oven was then raised slowly. If the heating rate is very fast then

temperature of the sample may not follow the temperature inside the oven, and there

can be misleading information on the temperature of sample. The thermocouple
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showing the temperature in that case will be erroneous. Therefore, a slow heating

rate was used to eliminate this problem. Also, a slow heating ensures accuracy in the

determination of Neel temperature. The oven was kept thermally insulated from the

surroundings. The temperature dependent permeabillty was measured at a constant

frequency (100 kHz) of a sinusoidal wave.

4.5 DC Magnetiultion measurement

The field dependence of magnetization (M) measurements at room tempernture

were made on pieces of the samples using vibrating sample magnetometer.

4.5.1 Vibrating Sample Magnetometer

A vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) operates on Faraday's Law of

Induction, which tells us that a changing magnetic field will produce an electric field.

This ele\:tric field can be measured and can tell us infonnation about the changing

magnetic field. A VSM is used to measure the magnetic behavior of magnetic materials.

VSM is a versatile and sensitive method of measuring magnetic properties developed by

S. Foner [3.12J and is based on the flux change in a coil when the sample is vibrated

near it. The VSM is designed to continuously measure the magnetic properties of

materials as a function of temperature and field. In this type of magnetometer, the

sample is vibrated up and down in a region surrounded by several pick-up coils. 'The

magnetic sample is thus acting as a time-changing magnetic flux, varying inside a

particular region of fixed area. From Maxwell's law it is known that a time varying

magnetic flux is accompanied by an electric field and the field induces a voltage in pick-

up coils. This alternating voltage signal is processed by a control unit system, in order to

increase the signal to noise ratio. The result is a measure of the magnetization of the

sample.

4.5.2 Principle ofVSM

If a sample is placed in a unifonn magnetic field, created between the poles of an

electromagnet, a dipole moment will be induced. If the sample vibrates with sinusoidal

motion, a sinusoidal electrical signal can be induced in suitable placed pick-up coils.
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The signa! has the same frequency ofYlbration and its amplitude will be proportional to

the magnetic moment, amplitude and relatlye position wIth respect to the pick-up coils

system. Fig 4.3 shows the block diagram ofVSM .

....... "

-~
FiZ. 4.3. Block diagram of vibrating sample.

The sample Is fixed to a sample holder located at the end of a sample rod

mounted in an electromechanical transducer. The transducer is driven by a power

amplifier which itself is driven by an oscillator at a frequency of90 Hz. So, the sample

vibrates along the Z axis perpendicular to the magnetizing field. The latter induced a

signal in the pick-up coil system that Is fed to a differential amplifier. The output of the

differential amplifier is subsequently fed into a tuned amplifier and an internal lock-in

amplifier that receives a reference signal supplied by the oscillator. The output of this

lock-in amplifier, or the output of the magnetometer itself, is a DC signal proportional to

the magnetic moment of the sample being studied. The electromechanical transducer

can move along X, Y and Z directions in order to find the saddle point. Calibration of

the VSM is done by measuring the signal of a pure Ni standard of known saturation

magnetic moment placed In the saddle point. The basic instrument includes the
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electromeehanieal system IlIId the electronic system (including .IIpe!'SOMIcomputer).

Lllbol1l.to:yeledromagnets or !ropereonducting coils of various mllXimum field 5tmlgths

may be used.

•
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CHAPTERS

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The poly<rystalline Niol1Mg.lIC"""z •••soF.".,La.O, (x={l.OO, 0.025, 0.050 and 0,(75) ferrite,

are studied. All territe samples are sint.red at various temperalur<:s (1100, I ISO. 1200 and 1250"C) fur

fiv" hOUTS in air. Structural and ,urfilce morphology are ,[ndied by X-ray diffraction and opliCllI

micro,copy re,pectively. The mognetic properties of the ferrite, ore characterized with high IUquency (1

kHz_! 00 M.Hz) cowple., inilia] p~rJfI••\>ilily and temperatllre dopendenl penn.ability ""' ••U!=!"!!~. PC

magnetizations of all samples siotered at 1200"C are al,o studied_

5.1 X-ray diffraction analysis

N i0.12M gO.ISCU0.20Zn0.5l e2_xLax04
~- T =1200°C-- ,

* =LaFeO,
~ ~ ~

~ 0 - 0
• N ~ - ~
~ N ~ 0 ~ ~ ~~ N 0 N ~ ~

N ~ N

'" N ~ "• ~ x=O.075~ •
.0.~
~ x=O.050"~-"- x=O.025

X=O.OO

20 30 40 50 60 70
29 (degree)

Fig. 5.1. The X-ray diffraction palle"'" of polycrystalline various Ni, "Milo"C"" ",Zn"oFe, .•La,O.
(;AI,OO,O.025, 0.050 and 0.015) ,inteted at 1200°C
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The X-ray diffraction (XRD) was performed to veritY the formation of spinel

strueture of various Nio 12MgcliCUO,:wZno,oFe:z.xLa,04femles, in which Fe3+ is replaced

by ~cl!".The XRD patterns of these La substituted Nio,12MgolsCuo2<Znu.5oFe,_,La,04

(with x = 0.00, 0.025, 0.050 and 0,075) ferrites sintered at 12000 C in air for 5h are

shown in Fig. 5.1. The results indicated thaI there is formation of spinel structure for

each composition. Analyzing the XRD patterns it is observed that the fundamental

reflections from the planes (220), (3 I I), (222), (400), (422), (511) and (440) comply

with the reported value [I] and no traces of raw materials were found, there by

confirming that the chemical reaction is completed. This also indicated the homogeneity

of the prepared samples. From the XRD patterns, a secondary phase LaFeOl was

detected in all La doped samples. It has been established that secondary phase LaFeO)

was formed upon La substitution for Fc in the ferrite. The peak height of LaFeO)

gradually increases with the substitution of La. This indicates that La did not form solid

solution with spinel structure or bas limited solid solubility. A detailed study on this

phase formation behaviour has been described by Roy ct aL [2J.

5.1.1 Lattice parameters
The values of lattice parameter, 'a' obtained from each crystal plane are

calculated using the formula, a=dJh' +.t' +/2. The measured 'a' values are plotted

against Nelson-Riley function F (ll) = Y, [cos2ll/sinO•. cos2e/e], where 0 is the Bragg's

angle and straight lines are obtained [3]. The values of lattice parameters (a.,) were

estimated from the extrapolation of these lines to F (e) = 0 or 9 = 90" as shown in the

Fig. 5.2 and Fig. 5.3 respectively.
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(a)
8.42

Ni Mg eu Zn Fe a0.12 0.18 0.20 0.50 2 4

8.40
a"~8.40496A

• T =1200°C•

8.36
0.0 0.4

(b)
8.42

0.8 1.2FeO) 1.6 2.0

2.01.6

•

• T =1200°C•

0.8 1.2
F(O)

0.4

Nio.12MgO.l8 Cuo.2oZno.5l e 1.975LaO.0250 4

a"~8.40875A

0.0

8.38

8.40

8.36

Fig. 5.2. The variation of lattioe pmamcter, a, calculated /Tom .oclI pI..,. with F(O) of

Ni, ,,M!!o ,,c.,,,,zn,, ,J'ehLa.O. foda) x"'ll.OO3JId (b) x={1.025sinteTed at 1200"C.
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(e)
8.42

2.01.6

• T =1200°C,

1.20.80.4

N iO.12MgO.I 8CUO.20ZnO.5l e 1.950LaO.05004

a,~8.41407A

8.38

8.36
0.0

F(e)

(d)8.42

~
'c;( 8.40

Ni MQ: Cu Zn Fe La 0
0.12 "'0,18 0,20 0.50 1.925 0.075 4

a"~8.41078A

• T =1200°C,

8.36

0.0 0.4 0.8 1.2
F(e)

1.6 2.0

Fig. S.J. The v••ialion of Lallie< parameter, a, calculated from each plane with F(O) of

Nio "Mg""Cuo,oZno ,J'e"",La,O, for (aJ X""O.050 ond (b) >AW7S sil1tered at 1200°C.
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The lattice constant a." as a function of La content for vanous

Nio,12MgoISCUOwZl1<l.,oF~.•I.a,..04sintered at 1200°C is presented in Fig.5.4. It is noticed

from this figure that the lattice constant increases with increasing Lo.3+ content in the

various Nio "Mgo IgCUo:roZnO.50i'e2.,La,04up to x=O.050 then decreases, The increase in

lattice constant with La content indicates that the present compositions obey the

Vegard's law [4] up to x=O.050. There exist a correlation between the ionic radius and

the lattice constant, the increase of lattice constant is proportional to the increase of the

ionic radius [5]. The lattice constant increases because the unit cell has expanded when

substituted ionic size is larger. The ionic radius of La3' (1,06IA) is greater than that of

.Fe3+ (O.645A) [6]. When the larger La ions enter the lattice, although the unit cell

expands it preserves the overall cubic symmetry. The decrease of lattice constant at

x=O.075 due to shifting of peaks to the higher angle.

3:
(11"'8.412
.:
1l
~
'" 8.408
~
u.-1ii•.• +
8.4040~.0-00---0~.0-25---0.~05-0---0.~07...J5

La content, x

Fig. 5.4. Tbe vari81ion ofLattico """""cter with La conlOnl fOTNi" "Mgr, "C"",.zn" ,J'e2~L •••O,.
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5.2 Microstructures
The optical micrographs of various Nio llMgo.,/=UO,wZl1o:;uFel-,La,04sintered at

1100,1150,1200 and 1250°C are shown in Fig. 5.5, 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8 respectively. From

the micrographs it is observed that the average grain size slightly decreases with

increasing La substitution but significantly increases with increasing sintering

temperature. The behavior of grain growth reflects the competition between the driving

force for grain boundary movement and the retarding force ellerted by pores [7]. During

the sintering process, the thermal energy generates a force that drives the grain

boundaries to grow over pores, thereby decreasing the pore volume and densifying the

materia!. This is the reason behind the increase in grain size with sintering temperature.

Fig. s..s. Tho optical micrograph, ofvor;ous Nio.1J,1g.,l,cUo.",zU, ,oF.,~L ••O. ,interod!ll I IOOOC io Ilk ,
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)(-0.050

Fig. 5..l1.The optical micrograpb, ofvario", Nj" llMg" "CUo",z", "Fehi..a,O •• inte"'" at 125{)'C in air,

The grain size reflects the presence of more or less grain boundary area. Even

-porosity may be strongly related 10 boundaries since it can remove porosity_ The

uniformity and the average grain diameter can control properties such as the magnetic

permeability. When the grain growth rate is very high, pores may be left behind by

rapidly moving grain boundaries, resulting in pores that are trapped inside the grains.

This intragranular porosity is practically impossible to eliminate, leading to poor

magnetic and mechanical properties_
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5.3 Density and porosity

Density and porosity have a great effect on the properties of materials, So study

of density and porosity is very essential. fig. 5.9 shows the variation of bulk density and

theoretical density with La content of the samples sinlered at various temperatures. It is

observed that theoretical density and bulk density both increases with increasing La

content. The increase in density with increasing La content can be explained on the basis

of the atomic weight. The atomic weight of Fe (55.845 arnu) is less than that of La

(138.9055 llITIu). From our previous study, il is oonfmned that lattice parameter

increases with substitution of La. We know density is equal to mass pet unit volume. In

this case, with substitution of La atomic weight increases more than volume. Therefore

increase in density is expected.

• 'llOODC
.&. '1150°C
..,. '1200°C
.•• '1250°C

, ' t

, , , ••
,

, Y
1, •,Y'

t' '
• •Bulk denSIty

t'

y'
t'

,. ' '

., '
,.,."'''l''

~retical density

t' '

Y'
~'

5.2

5.4

~'e 5.0

~

.-2 4.8•
~

4.6

4.4 0.000 0.Q25 0.050 0.075
La content, x

Fig. 5.9. Variation of bnlk den.ity """ theoreticw density with La COTll<ntof the polycryS1alJine

NJ.,"Mg, "C"",.zn""Fe,.,La,O, s!nlere<!at >'lIriou, teml"',alures.
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Fig. 5.10 shows the variation of porosity as a function of La content of the

samples sintercd at llOO, 1150, 1200 and 125O"C respectively. It is found that for aU

samples porosity decreases with La conten!. The VllIiation of porosity with La

substitution is opposite of variation of density.

12 ., Ni Mg eu Zn Fe LaO, 0.12 0.18 0.20 0.50 2-x x 4,
, '.,10 , , '., , ,~

'i!'- '.~ 8 .' I 100°C

"- .' 1I50°c•G- .' =-: •• 1200°c.- 1250°c" 6
, .'0 ., ,

"0 ", '4,
"-

, , , ,, •••4 , '.'., '.0,000 0,025 0,050 0,075
La content, x

Fig. S.IO. Variation of porosity with La content of the polycrysialline NiDllMllo"C"",cZ"" ,.Fe, .•La"O,

.inleTOdat variou, lemperatures.

Fig. 5.11 shows the variation of bulk density with sintering temperature of

polyerystalline Nio 12MgolaCUo2oZnu50F~.,Lax04for x=o.OO,0.025, 0.050 wul 0.075. It

is observed that bun; density increases with increasing sintering temperature up to

1200"C then decreases. The increase in density with sintering temperature is expected.

This is because during the sintering process, the thCJTTIaienergy generales a force that

drives the grain boundaries 10grow over pores, thereby decreasing the pore volume and

densitying the material. This decrease in density at higher sinlering temperature is

attributed to the increased intra-granular porosity resulting from discontinuous grain

growth as proposed by Coble and Burke [8].
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Ni, "Mg" ,.c"" wZllo ",FC2-.La.O,.

Fig. 5.12 shows the vanation of porosity with sintering temperature of

polycrystalJine Niv.,1Mgo"CUo.lollJoj[)Fe:z_xUl,O.samples for x=O.OO, 0.025, 0.050 and

0.075. It is observed that porosity of all samples decreases with increasing sintering

temperature up to 1200"C then increases. This variation of porosity with sintering

temperature is exactly opposite to the variation ofbulk density.
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It is known that the porosity of ceramic samples results from two sources,

intragnmular porosiJy and inJergranular porosity (9]. Thus the total porosity could be

written as P=PmJro+P.,,,,. The intergranular porosity mainly depends on the grain size

[9]. At higher sintering temperatures the density decreases because the intragranular

porosity increases resulting from discontinuous grain growth. When the grain growth

rat:e is very high, pores may be left behind by rapidly moving grain boundaries, resulting

in pores that are trapped inside the grains. The dis:continuous growth of the grain rises

with temperature and hcnce contributes toward the reduction of bulk density. This result

agrees with the result for NiZn ferriles flO]'
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Tabl. 5.1. Th. Jattice p8J3Illeter. den,ity. porosity. natural resDn!Uloefrequency and real part of initial

permeability of the various Nj" I2Mg. "e"",.,z"" ",Fe:-.L",O. ,intered at various temperatures with fixed

dwell time Sh,

a(A) T, P. p. p h P; (at 100,
tL'J (gje"?) (gjemJ

) C~) (MHz) kH,)
1100 4.59 12 15.73 246

0.00 8.40496
]]50 5.20 4.84 7 11.67 432
1200 4.90 6 8.05 674
1250 4.84 7 2.54 802
1100 4.69 1I 16.00 193

8.40875 1150 5.24 4.90 7 15.18 237
0.025 1200 4.% 5 14.60 410

1250 4.89 7 19.07 351
1100 4.77 10 16.29 167

0.050 8.41407 1150 5.28 5.00 , 14.66 257
1200 5.08 4 18.70 343
1250 4.99 5 18.74 338
1100 4.86 9 17.16 145

0.075 8.41078 1150 5.33 5.09 4 19.07 257
1200 5.18 3 17.40 313
1250 5.12 4 13.43 292

5.4 Comple:J: permeability

Thc complex initial permeability is given by p: = P.' - ip, II , where p/ and p/I are

the real and imaginary parts of initial permeability respectively. Thc real permeability

p/ describes the stored energy expressing the component of magnetic induction B in

phase with lhe alternating magnetic field H. The imaginary permeability p/I describes
the dissipation of energy expressing the component of B at 90° out of phase with the

alternating magnetic field. Figs. 5.13, 5.14, 5.15 and 5.16 show the complex

permeability spectra for Nio12MgO Ii<CUI)"oZno,JoFcl."La,O. sintered at 1100, 1150, 1200

and 12SO"Crespectively. It is found that the real ()~:) and imaginary (p:l) permeability

decrease with increasing La'+ substitution.
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Fig. 5.17 shows the variation of pf with La content of the samples. It is found

thatpf decreases sharply with La content up to 0.025, with a further increase of La pf
decreases slightly except sample sintered at 1150°C.

The initial permeability of ferrite material depends on many factors like

reversible domain wall displacement, domain wall bulging as well as microstructural

features vi~., average grain size, intra-granular porosity, etc. [ll]. In a demagnetized

magnetic materia!, there are a number of Weiss domains with Bloch walls separating

two domains. These walls are bound to the equilibrium positions. It is well known that

the permeability of polycrystalline ferrite is related to two magnetizing mechanisms:

spin rotation and domain wall motion. [11], which can be described as foHows:

}I,=I+Zw+Z,pm

where r. '" ili, domain wall susceptibility; Z." .• '" intrinsic rotational

susceptibility, Z. ~d Z,p" m,y be written M Zw=3JrM;Dj4y ~d

X,pt.= 2JrM; JK with M, saturation magnetization, Kthc tota! an!sotropy, D the average

grain diameter, and ythe domain wall energy. The pf is a function of grain size. As the

grain size decreases with La content, the p{ also decreases. The domain wall motion is

affected by the grain size and enhanced with the increase of grain size thus the pf
increases. The magnetization caused by domain wall movement requires less energy

than that requ!red by domain rotation. As the number of domain walls increases with the

grain si7.e, the contribution of wall movement to magnetization increases. Fig. 5. I8

shows the variation of pf with sintering temperature of the samples. The pf of La

substituted samples increases with increasing sintering temperature up to 1200°C then

decreases. The p{ increases with increasing sintering temperature because porosity

decreases with sinlering temperature. The reason behind this is the samples heated at

higher temperature contain increasing number of pores within the grain and pore is a

hindrance ror the domain wall motion which results in decrease in permeability.
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Fig. 5.19 shows the variation of bulk density and permeability with sintering

temperature of the samples. It is observed that there is a correlation between bulk

density and permeability. As the bulk density inereases, permeability aiso increases.

However for sinlering temperature >1200"C of La undoped sample, the bulk density

deereases although Jl: still increases. On the contrary, for La doped samples, sintered at

temperature >1200°C, bulk density as well as permeability decreases. Therefore it is

concluded that the optimum sintering temperature for La doped samples may be around

"
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Increase in pi with increase in sintering temperature may be explained as

follows. Higher sintering tcmperatures result in the increase in the density of the

specimen which facilitates the movement of the spins as the nwnbers of pores which

impede the wall motion are reduced. Increase in the sintering temperature also results in

a decrease in the internal stresses, which reduce the hindrance to the movement of the

domain walls resulting thereby in the increased value of pi [13].

The pI is observed highest for sample NiG 12Mgo18CUo1ol.nv.50}'e10.sintered at

1250"C and for La substituted samples sintered at 1200°C, because the microstructure is

homogeneous with large grain size and uniform size distribution. Also it is found that

the sintered density is highest for these temperatures. All these values are listed in Table

5.1.

Globus ct. al.[14J have developed an equation correlating static susceptibility

(IJ-,-I) and the resonance frequency, f, corresponding to the maximum of the imaginary

part of the complex permeability J1:! to saturation magnetlmtion, M, and grain

diameter, D as given below:

(5.1)

(5.2)ood f,= 16Ew
f ",PD'

where Ewis the wall energy and Ew= KIiw; where K is the anisotropy energy and Owis

the domain wall thickness.

(5.3)

where, J3 is the domain waH damping factor, (f1, - Ilj, is known as Snoek's product

which is constant.

According to the Globus model, the relaxation frequency, the static penneability

and their product are microstructure dependent. Large grain size leads to high

permeability and low resonance frequency. Thc smaller the grain size, the higher the

().I.---1).j,product up 10a critical size for which the grains become mono-domain. On the

contrary, Snoek's model is only related to spin rotations [14].
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) 2M, (5.4)(/!.-I = 3H,

Md f.=LH (5.5)
'21r'

where r is the gyromagnetic ratio, H, is the anisotropy field and M, the sllturation

magnetization. Thus:

(5.6)

The (J.l,-l)/, product depends only on saturation magnetization. As grain size increases,

the multi domain grains are obtained which induces in higher penneability values due to

the domain waH contribution [15,161. Also an increase in tbe density of ceramics not

only results in the reduction of demagnetizing field due to reduction of pores bnt also

raises the spin rotational contribution, which in tum increases the penneability [17J.

The real part of initial penneability value of all the samples remain independent

for frequency until resonance takes place, above which it starts decreasing sharply with

simultaneously increase of imaginary part oftbe penneability. The resonance frequency

f, corresponds to the maximum of the imaginary part of the penneabiHty p.,11 where

magnetic losses can be expressed as the ratio, tanS = #,'1 I P:. It is observed that as the

real part of initial penncability started to decrease, the resonance frequency ff (i.e. the

frequency at which p,'1 show peak) gets higher. This confirms !he Snoek's relation

p; /, = constant (5.7)

It is observed that the
,

P, is almost independent up to 10kHz or greater for parent

composition and IMHz or greater for La doped compositions and after that decreases

sharply. The p;' starts raising beyond this frequency which is an indication of

dispersion or resonance. The dispersions of La doped compositions are at higher

frequency compared to parent composition. The disper:sion behavior can be explained

by Snack's law that cut-otT frequency is inversely proportional with magnetic

penneability [18]. The values ofrcsonance frequency, f; are listed in Table 5.1.

"
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5.5 Loss factor

Energy loss is an extremely important factor in ferromagnctic materials, since

the amount of energy wasted on process other than magnetization can prevent thc AC

applications of a given material. The ratio of P:' and Ii,' representing the losses in the

material are a measure of the inefficiency of the magnetic system. Obviously this

parameter should be as low as possible. The magnetic losses, which cause the phase

shift, can be split up into three components: hysteresis losses, eddy current losses and

residual losses. This gives the fonnula tan Om "dano. +tano. +tano,. As Ii: is the

initial permeability which is measured in presence of low field, therefore, hysteresis

losses vanish at very low field strengths. Thus at low field the remaining magnetic

losses are due to eddy current losses and residual losses. Residual losses are independent

of frequency. Eddy current losses increase with frequency and are negligible at very low

frequency. Eddy current loss can be expressed as ~ '" ['/ p, where p. is the energy

loss per unit volume and p is the resistivity [12]. To keep the eddy current losses

coru;tant as frequency is increased; the resistivity of the material chosen must increase as

the square of frequency. The ferrite microstructure is assumed to consist of grains of low

resistivity separated by grain boundaries of high resistivity. Thicker grain boundaries are

preferred to increase the resistance.

The variation of loss factor (tanS) with frequency of the polycrystalline

NiQ.l2MgolgCU.noZnosoFe,.,Ulx04 compositions are shown in Fig. 5.20 for different

sintering temperatures at (a) 1100, (b) 1150, (c) 1200 and (d) 12500C respectively. At

low frequency, tanli of all the samples is found to decrease with increasing frequency

whereas at high frequency increases. It is also observed that at high frequency, tano of

aU La doped compositions is lower than parent composition and decreases with

increasing La substitution.
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5.6 Relative quality factor

Figs. 5.21 show the frequency dependence of relative quality factor (RQ-faclor)

of the samples sintcred at (a) 1100, (b) 1150, (c) 1200 and (d) 1250°C respectively.
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1250"C in air.

The RQ-factors were calculated from the quality factor and magnetic loss

tangent measured on the coil wound on toroidal samples. The variation of the RQ-factor

with frequency showed a similar trend for all the samples. RQ-factor increases with an

increase of frequency, showing a peak and then decreases with frequency. This happens

at the fiequency where the permeability begins to drop. TIris phenomenon is associated

with the ferrimagnetic resooance within the domaios [19] and at the Te50nance

maximum energy i5 transferred from the applied magnetic field to the lanice resulting in

the rapid decrease in RQ-factor. In the samples sintered at 1150 and 1200"C, thc RQ-

factor is found to decrease with La substitution. On the other hand in the samples

sintered lit 1100 and 1250°C, the RQ-factor shows an irregular variation with La

substitution. The highest value of the RQ-factor IS found ltl

Ni(Il2Mgo18Cu020lnr..ScJ'el.ll25Lar.07S04sintered at 1250°C. It is also observed that the

highest value of the RQ-factor of all La doped samples shifted at the higher frequency.

At the higher frequency thc RQ-factor of all samplcs increases with increasing La

content. Eg. 5.22 shows the variation of RQ-factor at IMHz with La content. It is

observed from those RQ-factor increases with increasing La content.



5.7Temperature-<lepeodeot permeability aod N~eltemperature

The tempemlUre dependence of initial permeability (pi) is very important in the

study of magnetic materials. Since the P: is directly related to the magnetization and to

the ionic structure, the thermal spectra of J.I: can be taken !IS a test of the formation and

homogeneity of the ionic structure of the samples. Neel temperatnre (fN) ofa fernte is a

temperature at which the fernmagnetic material becomes paramagnetic. TN gives an idea

of the amonnt of energy takes to break up the long-range ordering in the material. TN

also signifies the strength of the exchange interaction between the magnetic atoms. 11.1is

the tempemture where Hopkinson type of effect is observed with the manifestation of

shurp fall of permeability. The real part of initial permeability of the samples as a

function of temperature is measured at a constant frequency (100 kHz) of a sinusoidal

wave.
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Fig. ~.23. Tbe temperature dependent IIi of Ni",Mg.,,,c,,, ,,;In, ,.Fe,fl,O, with La roolent .iote,oo al

1200'C iIIai,.
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Real part of the initial permeability (p;) as a function of temperature for

Ni~I2Mgo 18Cu~10Znl)joFe2_ILa,04sintered at 1200"C is shown in Fig. 5.23. TNhas been

taken as the temperature at which a sharp fall of permeability is observed i.e. where

dP: {dT attains its maximum value. The sharpness of the fall of P,' indicates the

homogeneity and the single phase of the studied samples, which have also been

confirmed by X-ray diffraction by our previous XRD experiment.

It is observed that the P: falls sharply when the magnctic state of the ferrite

samples changes and after that the 1': becomes smaller i.c. the paramagnetIc character.

The vertical drop of the P: at the Neel point Indicates the degree of homogeneity in the

sample composition [15,20]. Further increasing temperature 1': becomes smaller and

independent of temperature i.e. paramagnetic behavior. Our samples have showed an

excellent degree of homogeneity. Measurement of the P: as a function of temperature
can therefore be used as a material characterization of that composition.

It is revealed from Fig. 5.23 that TNdecreases with La substitutIon up to x=O.050

after that at )[=0,075 increases. The values of TN for different samples sintered at various

temperatures arc givcn in Table-5.2. The decrease of the Neel temperature is due to the

weakening of the A-B exchange interaction. This could be attributed to the increase in

distance between the moments of A and B sites, which is confirmed by the increase in

the lattice parameter with increasing La" content up to )[=0.050. The longest distance

between moments leads the A-B interaction to decrease. As the lattice constant decreascs

at )[=0.075, the TN Increases. The variation of 1': and lattice constant with La content is

shown in the Fig. 5.24.
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Fig. 5.24. The >'lIriatiOllof TN and a, with L. content of Nio"Mlli>"C"",.zn",FohL •.•O, .int=<! at

1200°Cin llir.

Table 5.2. The N<IeItemperature, TN of the Nio,,Mg.,,C"",,zl1o.,.Fe, ..!...•.•O. sintered .r various
temperature, in air,

La content, x Sintering temperature, N6el temperature,
T,(OC) TN (0C)

0.00 1I00 .
1150 125
1200 151
1250 157

0.025 1100 .
1150 89
1200 110
1250 158

0.050 1100 .
1150 87
1200 109
1250 147

0.D75 1100 110
1150 112
1200 120
1250 145
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5.8 DC Magnetization

The magnetic ordering in the simple spinel ferrites is based on the Ned's two

sub-lattices (tetrahedral A-site and B-site) model of ferrimagnetism in which the

resultant magnetization is the difference between A-site and B-site magnetizllIion.

provided that they are co-linear and anti-parallel to each other, i.e.,

M=Mo-MA (5.8)

An intrinsic property such M saturati<;>nmagnl'tizati<;>n(M,) is oontroIJed by thl'

composition where as an extrinsic property, the microstructure, is in turns governed by

the processing techniques. The magnetization of magnetic materials is a structural

sensitive slatic property (intrinsic property), the magnetic field required to produce the

saturation value varies according t<;>the relative geometry of the field 10 the easy axes

and other metallurgicol conditions of the material.

The magnetization as a function of applied magnetic field, M-H, for various

Niu IlMg,:usCno:roZno5()Fel-,Lax04at room temperature (300K) is shown in Fig. 5.25

The magnetization of all samples increases linearly with increasing the applied magnetic

field up to O.1T. Beyond O.1T applied field, magnetization increases siowly and then

saturation occurs.

o
0.0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6

~"H(T)
Fig. 5.25. The magnetization, M venn' the applioo magnelic field, Ii Curve fur

Ni, "Ml1<J"e"" ",zo, ,J"oJ-"La,O, .imered at t20O"C for 5 h in air.
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In low field Rayleigh region, magnetization is believed to change entirely by

domain wall motion. Between the low-field Rayleigh region and thc high field region

near saturation there exists a large section of the magnelization curve, comprising most

of the change of magnetization between zero and saturation. The maIn processes

occurring here are large Barkhausen jump, and the shape of this portion of the

magnetization curve varies widely from one kind of specimen to lll1other. On the other

hand, in high field region, domain rotation is predomiTUlnteffect and this phenomenon

obeys fairly simple rules.

Fig.5.26 shows the magnetic hysteresis curve for NiollMgo.18Cuo2oZn050Fe,.

xLa.O. with different La content. From this cnrve it is observed that all compositions

exhibit low coercivity values, which is typical of soft ferrite. Fig.527 shows the

variation of saturation magnetization (M,) and magnetic moment (!JB) with La

substitution. The M, lll1df-lBbothare found to decrease with La substitution. This may be

due to thc presence of nonmagnetic LaFeO] phase which increases with increasing La

suhslitution [21]. The M. values of different compositions are enlisted in Table 53.

o

40

20

•.....----- •.......->-;'::::=:.--0_._._0---'_.•.•,.~=-~=,=-=t=
- '-x=o.OO
-. - x=O.025
-. -x=O.050
-. - x=O.075

60

~

!
::E -20

-40

-60
-1.0 -0.5 0.0

H(T)

0.5 1.0

Fig. 5.26. The Magnetic hy,teresi. curve for Nio "Mg" L,c"" ,,zno ",Fo"",La,.O, fem"", with diffi:rent La

cootent sitllered at 1200"C for 5 h in air.
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~on

" t N iO.l2MgO.l8 CuO.2oZno.sl e2_xLa,P4 2.3E 54
"~" T ~1200'C ~
:;: •• "-~
" •" • M 2.2 "0-~ • .s51

-.- n" "N "." E" 0" 2.1 E11'
E 0."
" 48 "0 ".- on
;;

~
•- 2.0 :;:

B• 0.000 0.025 0.050 0.075C/O

La content, x

Fig. S.27. The var18lioo of ~aturlllion rnal>'letizlrtioo lIlld IOI@Ictic rnorn<ml with L~ substillltion fur

Ni. "Mllo "CUo,.z"",.Fe,.,La,O, ,int..-ed at 1200°C for 5 h in air.

The number of Pfi per atom for each composition is calculated using the

experimenlal values of M, using following relation,

(5.9)

Where Mis the molecular weight of the specimen, N" is Avogadro's number, and [.!A is

9.27"1O-l1 emu. From the Fig. 5.28, it is seen that there is a correlation between Ph

andp;. As thc P; dccrcascs, P. also d~reases with La substitution_ The calculated

Bohr magnetons of each composition are enlisted in Table 5.3.



~
700 ':• 2.3 Nio, 12MgO.18 CUo,2oZoo,sl e2_xLax0 4"-~ .f'0

T ~ 1200°C -0 • .g0 600l> -.-n(~B) "@, 2.2 E; -• - .•-~. "E "• 500 -
""

•.--0 .-
'" 2.1 0.-~ 400 ~0 0- 'g".D
E "2.0 300 -" •Z "

0.000 0.025 0.050 0.075 '"
La content, x

Fig. 5.23. The variation of number of Bobr magneton and "",I port of initial permeability with L.

substiMion for sample, Ni, ,,Milo ,,cu,,,oZn, ,,Fe...La.O. sintered at 1200.C for 5 h in air.

Table 5.3. The 'atllmlion magllctization and Bohr ""'gII.lon of lhe Nj" ,,Mg, "C •••wZno Je,~La.O,

,in1ered 0I1200"C.

La cr>nlent, Saturatioll magnetiling field, /JeH, (I) (:$L pB(expt)

"0.00 0.9 54.3 23
0.025 0.8 52.4 2.2
0,050 0.7 ".8 2.1
0.075 0.4 46.8 2.0
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS

Ferrites are very important materiab for the advancement and development of

technology. They possess the combined properties of magnetic materials and insulators

which are used in almost every item of electronic equipment produced today. The

following conclusions have been drawn from this study:

• X-ray diffraction patterns of the samples show the formation of spinel crystal

structure. From the XRD patterns a secondary phase LaFeOj was also detected of all

La doped samples. The peak height of LaFeOJ gradually increases with the

substitution of La.

• Lattice parameter increases with increasing La substitution. This increase in lattice

cr.lnstant with La indicates that the compositions obey the Vegani's law. This result

is explained with the help of ionic radii of substituted Clltions,

• The microstructural study shows that the average grain size slightly decreases with

increasing La substitution whereas increases with increasing sintering temperature,

• Theoretical density and bulk density both increases with increasing La content, Bulk

density increases with increasing sintering temperature up to 1200°C then decreases.

On the other hand porosity has the opposite trend .

• The real part of initial permeability (,,{) value decreases with increasing La

substitution. It is also observed that real part of initial permeability increases with

increasing sintering temperature for all compositions up to 1200°C then decreases.

The real part of the initial permeability remains fairly constant in the frequency

range up to 10 kH" or greater for parent composition and 1 MHz or greater for La

doped compositions after that decreases. The imaginary part of initial permeability

value starts raising beyond this frequency which is an indication of dispersion or

resonance. This confirms the Snoek's relation. The dispersions of La doped

compositions are at higher frequency compared to La undoped composition.
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• At low frequency, UJss factor of all the samples is found to decrease with increasing

frequency whereas at higher frequency increases. It is also observed that at higher

frequency, Loss factor of all La doped compositions is lower than parent

composition and decreases with increasing La substitution.

• The highest value of the relative quality factor (RQ~factor) of all La doped

compositions shifted at the higher frequency and at the higher frequency RQ-factor

increases with increasing La content. TIlls properly describes the application of La

doped samples. The RQ-factor IS found to maxunum ill

Nio 12Mg.:USCll<J.20Z11<J.50FeL9'25Lao07504sintered at l250DC.

• The Nee! temperature (TN) decreases with La substitution up to x=O.050 after that

increases, The decrea~ of the TN is due to the weakening of the A-B exchange

interaction and vice versa

• The magnetization of all samples increases linearly with increasing applied magnetic

field up to 0.1 T. Beyond this field, magnetization increases slowly and then

saturation occurs. Magnetic hysteresis curve shows that all compositions have low

coercivity values, which is typical of soft ferrite. The saturation magnetization (M,)

is found to decrease with La substitution.

6.2 Suggestions for future work

The modern devices are extensively need soft magnetic materials which are used

in inductors. From the present investigation, although permeability decrea~s. RQ-factor

increases ",ith La substitution at the higher frequency. It was found that among the

Nio.I2Mgo1sCI1(I.2oZl1<J.50Fl:2.xLaxO4 ferrites Nio JMgfUSCI1(I.2oZl1<J.50FeL'I2sLl1().OlS04

sintered at 1250°C had the maximum RQ-factor. The applications of these ferrites can

be specified if the frequency dependent electrical and dielectric properties are measured.

The effects of VariOIL~sintering aids for getting improved magnetic properties of this

sample can be investigated. The effects of Od or Y substitutions for Fe on the
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